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India is the biggest producers
of vaccines, but its own

nationwide vaccination drive
launched on January 16 seems
to be faltering amid mismatch
between the vaccine availabil-
ity and the number of seekers
in urban India with various
States complaining about vac-
cine shortage. 

So far, over 19 crore peo-
ple have registered on CoWin
— the Government’s portal —
including around 6.42 crore
who registered from May 1 to
7, as per the data available from
the Union Health 
Ministry. 

There huge demand for
vaccination is from urban areas
mainly.

However, so far, just 2.6 per
cent of the total eligible popu-
lation has been fully vaccinat-
ed (two doses). On the other
hand a country like the USA
which was hit hard by the
Covid-19 for better part of the
last year has vaccinated at least
40 per cent of its population
with both jabs.

The  Ministry has claimed
that more than 1 crore Covid

vaccine doses (1,04,30,063) are
still  available with the
States/UTs  and more than 9
lakh (9,24,910) vaccine doses
will be provided  in the next
three  days, but  it is not
enough even to cover 50 per
cent of those (2.42 crore) who
registered in the last week
from May 1 to May 7.

Realising that vaccines
availability is going to take
time,  the Union Health
Ministry last week asked the
States to prioritise administer-
ing the second dose and use
supplies from the Centre in a
70:30 ratio of second and first
doses.

Clearly, because of the
shortage of the vaccines and the
Government opening up the
vaccination drive for those
above 18 from May 1 (an esti-
mated 59 crore people that
become eligible to receive the

shot, as per the affidavit filed by
the Union Health Ministry in
the SC,  many from both the
categories who have registered
on the Co-Win will have to
wait for little more before they
could get the jab.
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From Ballia in Uttar Pradesh
to Nuh in Haryana, from

Sampat Chak in Bihar to even
Manjhawali in Faridabad, close
to Delhi, the Covid-19 vacci-
nation drive in India’s rural
areas has taken a hit as the fear
of an adverse reaction, super-
stition, and a lack of informa-
tion and awareness have made
villagers either hesitant or com-
pletely unwilling to take the jab.

In fact, there have even
been reports that vaccination
centres have been destroyed
and health workers beaten up
in various part of the country.

Villagers of Manjhawli in
Faridabad damaged the vacci-
nation centres at Gurukul
school and beat up health
workers a few days ago. The
health workers were going to
this village to disseminate
information  for Covid vacci-
nations. In another case in
Nuh, Haryana, villagers threat-
ened to beat health workers if
they insisted for vaccination.

Besides the shortage of
vaccines, the vaccination
process slowed down in this
district as the majority of peo-
ple think the jab could cause
infertility. Health workers are
facing an uphill task to con-
vince them for inoculation.

In Bihar, most of the vac-
cination centres are far away
from the villages. For instance,
vaccination centres for
Bahuara, Kandap, Sohgi vil-
lages are set up in Sampat

Chak, which is five kilometres
away from these villages.  Most
of the villagers are hesitant to
walk and get a jab.

“Even if counselled, vil-
lagers are unable to travel 17-
20 km to the nearest centre just
for vaccination. And if they
eventually do reach, the inter-
net is too slow and it takes
hours to register and verify
online,” said in-charge of vac-
cination centre, Sampat 
Chak.

“In Ballia’s Basdih Road
vaccination centre in UP, there
are over 20,000 population in
five villages but only 800-1000
turned up for vaccination so
far,” said a health worker on the
condition of anonymity.  

The Pilana vaccination
centre in Baghpat in  Western
UP witnessed a similar sce-
nario. “There are about 200
houses with 1500-2000 people.
Of this, about 500 people are
aged above 50, but the cover-
age in the past month would

just be a third of the target
group,” said an anganwadi
worker who goes door-to-door
explaining to villagers about the
vaccine and the need for it.
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Indian-origin renowned US-
based public health expert Dr

Ashish K Jha has said India’s
data of Covid cases and deaths
are far less than the actual
numbers. Dr Jha has placed
India’s daily fatalities count to
close to 25,000.

“Wrote about why India
likely has 25K+ deaths daily.
Pushback: we lack hard data on
crematoriums so we can’t be
sure. True. But we get 25K+
deaths no matter how you
look. Another approach:
400,000 cases, 22% test posi-
tivity. Likely means we’re miss-
ing 90% of infections,” Dr Jha
said in the first of a series of
tweets. 

“Truth is, no one knows
exactly how many Indians
dying from Covid. We make
estimates from cases, tests, IFR
(Infection Fatality Rate). And
look at real-world experiences:
crematoriums, people’s homes.
I don’t know the exact number
but I know this. There is
immense suffering. And it
must be brought to an end,”
said Jha.

Dr Jha is a physician and
researcher of the Brown
University of Public Health in
the United States.   

Dr Jha said the situation at
crematoriums reveals that the
official data is under-reporting
the number of deaths from

Covid-19. He based his con-
clusion about death number
going by the fact that scenes
from the crematoriums sug-
gested that they were handling
“two to four times spike in
business”. 

“About 27,000 Indians died
on typical day. Crematoriums
handle that level of deaths
every day. Additional 4,000
deaths won’t knock them off
their feet,” he claimed. Jha said
he believes that Covid-19 is
contributing 25-50 thousand
deaths daily to India’s overall
per day mortality numbers.
“Crematoriums running 24×7
and running out of firewood
suggest that the actual deaths
are at least 25,000 a day,” he
adds. 
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Several bodies, decomposed,
bloated and suspected to be

of people who succumbed to
Covid 19, were on Monday
found floating in Ganga River
in a Bihar district.

Officials in Chausa block of
Buxar, which borders Uttar
Pradesh, rushed to the spot of
the unseemly sight upon hear-
ing the news.

“We were alerted by the
local chowkidar that many
bodies have been spotted float-
ing from upstream. We have so
far recovered 15 of these. None
of the deceased happens to be
a resident of the district,”
Chausa BDO Ashok Kumar
told PTI over phone. Ashok
Kumar said the administration
has spotted 45 dead bodies at
Mahadev Ghat.

He said, “Many Uttar
Pradesh districts are situated
right across the river and the
bodies may have been dumped
in the Ganges for reasons not
known to us. We cannot con-
firm whether the deceased
were indeed Covid-19 positive.
The bodies have started
decomposing. But we are tak-
ing all precautions while ensur-

ing that these are disposed of
in a decent manner”.

Some news channels
claimed the number of bodies
to be as high as 100, but the
BDO dismissed as “highly
exaggerated”.

Many local residents
claimed the district adminis-
tration is “in denial over many
such unfortunate incidents
involving residents of 
Buxar”. 

Buxar SDO KK Upadhyay
said, “During preliminary
investigation, it has appeared
that the bodies are in decom-
posed state and over 5 to 6 days
old. We are interacting with our
counterparts in Varanasi and
Prayagraj to investigate the
incident.”
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The Congress on Monday
once again deferred the

election for the post of a new
party chief due to the prevail-
ing pandemic situation. The
decision was taken at the
Congress Working Committee
(CWC) chaired by interim
chief Sonia Gandhi. 

The election will be only
after the Covid situation in the
country improves. June 23 was
the scheduled date for holding
the election.

This is the third time in a
row the election for the
Congress president has been
postponed amid speculation
that Rahul Gandhi will again
take up the reins of the party.

Addressing a Press confer-
ence after the CWC meet,
AICC General Secretary KC
Venugopal said the committee
members felt that this was not
the right time to conduct elec-
tions. “All energy should be
channelised to provide relief
and support work. It was unan-
imously decided to defer elec-
tions further temporarily,”
Venugopal said.

The post of Congress pres-
ident has remained vacant
since party leader Rahul
Gandhi resigned after the 2019

Lok Sabha polls.
When the discussion was

initiated by Sonia Gandhi to
hold the polls, senior leaders
like Ashok Gehlot, Ghulam
Nabi Azad, Anand Sharma
said there is no need for elec-
tions at this time due to Covid-
19.

By the time Sonia had
informed the meeting that the
party’s Central Election
Authority chief Madhusudan
Mistry had already worked
out a schedule.

The issue of leadership is
crucial as the group of 23
Congress dissenters (G-23) had
been pushing for a revamp of
the party organisation. Some
prominent G-23 members such
as Ghulam Nabi Azad and
Anand Sharma are also mem-
bers of the CWC.

The grand old party has
been waiting for a president for
almost two years now. Rahul
Gandhi, who had assumed the
post in 2017, had resigned as
the party president after
Congress lost the 2019 Lok
Sabha elections. 

Since then, the party has
been operating under the aegis
of Sonia Gandhi as interim
president. The CWC has post-
poned the election for the
Congress president thrice now. 
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Arequest was made to the
Delhi High Court on

Monday to give an early hear-
ing to a PIL seeking a stay on
the construction of the Central
Vista here amid the raging
Covid pandemic.

The request was men-
tioned before a bench of Chief
Justice DN Patel and Justice
Jasmeet Singh by senior advo-
cate Sidharth Luthra, and the
court said an early hearing
application be filed first.

Luthra told the bench that
he was mentioning the matter
as the Supreme Court on May
7 asked the petitioners to seek
urgent hearing before the High
Court on May 10.

Petitioners — Anya
Malhotra, who works as a
translator, and Sohail Hashmi,
a historian and documentary
filmmaker — had moved the
apex court against the HC’s
May 4 order adjourning their
plea to May 17.

The HC had adjourned
the matter saying it first wants
to study the SC’s January 5
judgement giving a go ahead to
the Central Vista project.

Jammu: The official Twitter
handle of Jammu & Kashmir
Lieutenant Governor Manoj
Sinha was suspended briefly
due to an “automated systems
error” and was restored later.

A Twitter spokesperson,
when approached, said, “The
account was flagged by our
automated systems in error.
This action has been reversed,
and access to the account has
been reinstated.”

The ‘@OfficeOfLGJandK’
handle with over 50,000 fol-
lowers had an account sus-
pension notice displayed with
a line below reading 

“Twitter suspends accounts
which violate the Twitter Rules”
in the evening.

Raj Bhawan officials said
the matter was taken up with
the authorities concerned for
resolving the “technical error”.

The handle was subse-
quently restored but the num-
ber of followers had been reset.

PDP spokesman Mohit
Bhan was among the first to
flag the issue of suspension of
twitter account of the
Lieutenant Governor, saying
“meanwhile @TwitterIndia sus-
pends the account of Office Of
LG J&K citing rules violation.
What did they do by the way.
Did I miss something??”
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Dakiya dava laya. The van-
ishing tribe of postmen

who formed the inseparable
part of  our old world, linking
loved ones with each other,
have again proved to be a new
lifeline in the time of crisis.

Take the case of
Muradabad in Uttar Pradesh.
“Dakiya babu” in Muradabad is
working overtime, even on
Sundays, to deliver and recon-
nect the needy and serious
patients with their doctors and
hospitals as far as Mumbai,
Kolkata, and Delhi.

The online treatment of
over 30 patients, including
some suffering from cancer, has
not stopped. The hospitals
which used to despatch medi-
cines by private couriers have

switched to post office services
following the current lock-
down where most of the air and
train services have been
stopped.

According to senior post
office official Veer Singh, the
moment patient informs that
medicines have been dis-
patched  through postal couri-

er,  “We immediately check
online and deliver medicine
parcels to patients the moment
they land here, even on
Sundays or night.” 

Officials and postmen are
contacted and offices are
unlocked on holidays
and packets are
reached at patients’
doorsteps.

A cancer patient
in Majhola, who was pre-
scribed medicines by a
Mumbai hospital , kept receiv-
ing his special drugs as post-
men ensured his life is not dis-
rupted by coronavirus clamp
down as it did to many in over
last on year.The Government
has issued a notification to
exempt the postal service from
the purview of the Covid 
lockdown.
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New Delhi: Health Minister
Satyendar Jain on Monday said
Delhi has only one day’s
Covaxin stock left and its
Covishield doses will last for
just three to four days. The
Minister’s remarks came a day
after Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal urged the Centre to
direct manufacturers to
increase vaccine supplies to the
capital between May and July.
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Amid the deadly onslaught
of Covid-19 across the

country, unscrupulous ele-
ments have not even spared the
kafans (shroud of clothing for

wrapping bod-
ies of dead) and
other offerings
made to the
dead before

cremation.
The Baghpat police on

Sunday busted a gang of seven
thieves, including a cloth shop
owner and his family members
besides others who used to steal
kafans and other such clothes
from the corpses in the dead of
night when even those who
perform last rites and the
watchmen are asleep after cre-
mating countless victims of

the novel coronavirus.
The police have arrested all

the seven gang members,
including the ring leader and
cloth merchant Praveen Kumar
Jai. The police recovered 520
kafans, 127 kurtas , 140 white
shirts, 34 dhotis, 52 sarees,
three packets of ribbon, a tape
cutter, and 152 pieces of
label/stickers of a Gwalior-
based cloth brand from the
shop-cum-residence of Jain at
Baraut market.

The stolen items were
packed neatly with the labels
and ribbons and subsequently
sold to other unsuspecting
cloth merchants.

Prime accused Praveen
Jain’s son Ashish Jain, nephew
Rishabh Jain, Shravan Sharma,
Raju Sharma, Shahrukh Khan,
and Bablu Kashyap, all resi-

dents of Baghpat district in
Uttar Pradesh.

The police have registered
a case under various sections of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
including theft, trespass, pub-
lic nuisance, spreading an
infectious disease, theft in a
dwelling or house, forgery and
forgery for cheating among
others besides provisions of the
Criminal Procedure Code
(CrPC) relating to lock-
down/curfew violations.

According to Hindu tradi-
tions and local customs, the rel-
atives and friends of the
deceased offer kafans and other
clothes to the dead persons
before cremation. 
Before the bodies are lit on the
pyre, these offering are divid-
ed among those performing
cremation.
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Lucknow: Locals in Hamirpur
spotted five bodies floating in
the Yamuna, creating a scare
that these were of Covid
patients, an apprehension dis-
missed by the authorities. 

The residents had spotted
the bodies, including a half-
burnt corpse, under a bridge on
the Yamuna on May 6. “After
speaking to people and looking
at the bodies, prima facie, it can
be said these were not of
Covid-19 patients as these were
draped in a traditional manner
and no body was wrapped as
done in the case of Covid-19
victims,” said the DM.
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Jabalpur police have registered
a case against Sarabjit Singh

Mokha, director of City
Hospital, and Deves Chaurasia,
who works in pharma in City
Hospital, and Sapan Jain, direc-
tor of Bhagwati Pharma

Devesh Cherasia was
arrested, while the Police is
searching for absconding
Sarabjit Singh Mokha. On
receiving information of
Remedisivir injections in
Satyam Medicos and Bhagwati
Pharma a team  was formed
which questioned Satyam Jain
regarding license of Bhagwati
Pharma and Deves Chourasia
who deals with medicine sup-
ply at City Hospital.

It was found that on April
23 and April 28, two cartoons
of Remdisivir injection came
from Jabalpur via Ambe

Travels. According to Sarabjit
Singh Moukha, Devesh had
gone to take the cartoons and
collected it from Ambe
Transport located in Damoh
Naka and brought it to City
Hospital and kept it in Sarabjit
Singh Mokha's room. 

These medicines were
bought by Sapan Jain but no
record was maintained by the
City Hospital in this 
regard. 

It was also revealed that
that spurious  Remedisivir
injections were confiscated
from the factory by Thana B
Division District Morvi Gujarat
and fake Remedicivir injections
made at the same factory were
transported from Indore via
Transport by Director Sarabjit
Singh Moukha of City Hospital
Jabalpur. Moukha went
absconding while all others
have been arrested.
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Panic prevailed at Hamidia
hospital premises after a

corona infected patient com-
mitted suicide by jumping from
6th floor of hospital; deceased
was suffering from illness for
the last few days.

At around 5.30 in the
evening a corona-infected per-
son jumped from the 6th floor
of Hamidia Hospital's D Block
he was rushed for treatment
where he was declared dead.

The deceased was identi-
fied as Rais Khan. The police
force also reached the spot
after being informed of the
incident while the hospital
management was collecting
information related to the
patient.Notably on May 4, a
Covid infected person had
committed suicide by jumping
from the 5th floor of Chirayu
hospital in Bhopal. He reached
the 5th floor of the hospital and
jumped. He suffered serious
injuries after falling.

Continued on Page 3
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ANoble Step was taken by
Saba Sultan - Mutawalli

Auqaf e Shahi during the coro-
na Pandemic.

In the tumultuous times of
today when Corona is taking
an excruciatingly heavy toll
and the number of deceased
keeps rising on a daily basis, the
cemeteries all over, with their
limited boundaries are finding
it increasingly difficult to cope
with these swelling numbers.
Apart from this, the bodies are
being sent to the cemeteries
directly from the hospital. To
help people send off their loved
ones with appropriate religious
rites, Auqaf-e-Shahi, has com-
pleted a Ghusl-e-Mayyat

(Bathing the dead body) facil-
ity in Bada Bagh cemetery.

It is worthwhile to note that
with the efforts of Mutawalli
Saba Sultan, a shed had been
constructed earlier at Bada
Bagh at the Sindhi Colony
intersection some time ago

with the help of people to
offer Namaz-e-Janaza and free
of cost arrangements of
shrouds of poor and unclaimed
bodies were made here. A
facility of bathing the dead
bodies was planned but could
not be put into action. 

Amid the raging Corona
disaster, when the corpses were
sent directly from the hospitals
to the graveyard, people
demanded to construct a facil-
ity for bathing the dead in the
Bada Bagh to solve this problem.
When this demand reached the
Mutawalli of Auqaf-e-Shahi,
Saba Sultan, she instantly gave
her approval for the same and
instructed the Auqaf-e -Shahi
Office in Bhopal to get the
work completed expeditiously.

As a result, the new facility for
Ghusl e Janaza at Bada Bagh has
been completed in a record
tome and is operational.

Free Ambulance Facility 
‘The Corona pandemic has

caused a serious shortage of
medical facilities specially
ambulances. The Secretary of
Auqaf-e-Shahi, Azam Tirmizi
informed that to help the needy
in such dire times, Ambulance
Service of Aquaf-e Shahi to
transport Corona
Patents/Deceased is also oper-
at onal from Bada Bagh at the
instructions of Mutawalli Saba
Sultan. This round the clock
facility is available free of cost
from Bada Bagh. The Service
can be availed by contacting on
Mobile number - 9617231552.
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With the rollout of Covid-19 vac-
cine, businesses in India are

confident of bouncing back to normal
and expect the economy of our coun-
try to move rapidly on the path to
recovery. The year 2020 was definite-
ly a year for change for many howev-
er even amidst this uncertainty; India
remained the most digitally matured
country in the world.

Alok Ohrie, President & Managing
Director, Dell Technologies India said,
"In fact, digital adopters in India, ones
who have a mature digital plan, invest-
ments and innovations in place, grew
to 55.3% in 2020 from 33.5% in 2018."
He further said that this is a testimo-
ny to the impact that technology
transformation has on the future and
success of a business regardless of the
circumstances. The message for enter-
prises is clear: adapt or fall behind.

Adapting is exactly what many

midsize and enterprise companies are
doing. The report also shows that
94.7% of businesses in India have fast-
tracked some digital transformation pro-
grams this year, and 92.3% are rein-
venting their business model. The
implications of which are wide-ranging.
These companies would need flexible
providers, a supply chain that can cope
with a sudden ramp-up and internal
resources to manage these unexpected
changes to routine business processes.

Additionally, midsize to enter-
prise companies need to vanquish
some embedded foes, as most busi-
nesses have faced barriers to digitiza-
tion. The big hurdles here include data
privacy and cyber security concerns,
the inability to extract useful infor-
mation from data and lastly, lack of eco-
nomic growth in the country.

Notably, in recent times, every
industry across the globe has experi-
enced changes in its day-to-day business
functions due to the pandemic.
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Bharat Aluminium
Company (BALCO), India’s

iconic aluminium producer,
has been one of the first com-
panies in India to explore the
field of smart technologies in its
manufacturing set up to mon-
itor assets and processes and
have real time analytics. 

Currently, amid the pan-
demic also, the company has
deployed a smart combina-
tion of high-end technology
and indigenous innovations to
ensure health and safety of
employees while maintaining
continuity of business opera-
tions. 

BALCO believes in being
an innovation driver. Speaking
on BALCO’s vision and man-
ufacturing prowess, Abhijit
Pati, CEO and Director,

BALCO, said, “The safety and
security of our people and
assets are of paramount impor-
tance to us. 

BALCO has been one of
the early adopters in India to
explore the field of smart tech-
nologies in its operational set-
up. These investments and
skills further bolster the culture
of safety and productivity that
we have meticulously fostered

across the organization. 
These technologies are

standing us in good stead in the
wake of Covid-19. We are
ensuring a future-ready orga-
nization that can sustain pro-
duction against all odds for a
self-reliant India.” 

For integrating smart
automation in its plant opera-
tions and to cease any manual
intervention, BALCO has set
up end to end Digital
Dashboards for real-time data
and trend monitoring of Power
Plant operations, ensuring dig-
italization of the entire 
process. 

The digital dashboard is a
key driver which gives access to
historical data & digitized
reports and reduces downtime
time, enables quick decision
making and analysis without
manual intervention.
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The third episode of Art
Together was all about

composed and tranquil music.
Here on Monday artists
Vandana and Rashish gave a
sponteneous performance on
Facebook Live and Zoom. 

The episode was hosted by
Geetika. 

Vandana is an artist and
Art and Theatre-based facili-
tator. She  runs a Theatre-based
initiative Rang Karwan.

About her love for music,
she shares, “Music has always
been a part of my being. I per-
formed first when I was 4 or 5
years old. As I started growing

up, my music became more
personal. I stopped performing
it and always wanted to keep it
to myself. It was a part of my
daily life but not a part of my
profession. Recently when the
pandemic started, I rediscov-
ered the music within and
started cherishing it more as it
provided a healing space
amidst all the chaos.”

Rashish is the founder and

lead vocalist, guitarist of the
The -Niruntar- Project is well
known name in the music
bandwidth of Bhopal and
Indore. With his melodious
voice and flawlessness in
instrumental he has won many
Hearts. 

He is not just a singer but a
great performer too. With some
300+ shows all around the
country Rashish has uplifted not

only himself but his band too.
A great singer, guitarist and
composer Rashish has com-
posed done acting and direct-
ed music for more then 30 plays,
web series and short films. He
has also composed a song for
LGBTQ+ community. He
rocked the stage with the best of
bollywood songs and became a
centre of attraction through his
own composed music. 

Both of them impressed
the audience with mesmerising
performances. It brought a
sense of relaxation in this tough
time. Art Together is an initia-
tive by Mehfil ANSH Happiness
society to bring smiles on faces
in these tough times. 
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It has been decided by the
State Government that ward-

level crisis management groups
should be formed at the block
level, village level, and urban
areas to effectively prevent the
infection of the Covid-19 pan-
demic. District Crisis
Management Group has been
formed at the district level in
the past and they are playing an
active role in the prevention of
coronavirus infection.

Additional Chief Secretary
Home Rajesh Rajora has writ-

ten a letter to the district col-
lectors to effectively prevent the
infection of the Covid-19 pan-
demic and directed to form
ward-level crisis management
groups in block level, village
level, and urban areas. Action
will be taken by these groups at
the block, village, and urban
ward level to effectively imple-
ment the guidelines issued by
the State Government for the
control of the emergency situ-
ation arising out of coronavirus
infection and to ensure social
participation for the prevention
of the Covid-19 pandemic.

Rajora informed that the
subdivisional officer (revenue)
will be the chairman of the
development block Crisis
Management Group. In this
group, sub-divisional officer
(police), chief executive officer,

Janpad Panchayat, block med-
ical officer, representative of
urban area commissioner of
block headquarters or chief
municipal officer, project offi-
cer, women, and child devel-
opment department, regional
MP and MLA representative
Public representatives, distin-
guished citizens and voluntary
organizations of the develop-
ment block nominated by the
collector will be members.

VILLAGE CRISIS MAN-
AGEMENT GROUP

Dr.Rajora said that village
crisis management groups
should be formed in every vil-
lage. The chairman of the vil-
lage crisis management group
will be the chairman of the
administrative committee of
the village panchayat. Secretary

of Gram Panchayat, Jan
Abhiyan Parishad, Women
Self-Help Group, Political, and
Social Worker, Administrative
Committee member residing in
the respective village, Village
Employment Assistant, Asha
Worker, Anganwadi Worker,
Anganwadi Sahayika and
Kotwar / Patel Group Members
of Village Will be present.

Instructions have been
given to constitute ward wise
crisis management group in
urban areas. Dr.Rajora informed
that the ward in-charge officer
will be the chairman of the ward
crisis management group in
urban areas. A representative
appointed by Regional MP and
MLA, Public Representative
nominated by Municipal
Corporation Commissioner /
Chief Municipal Officer,

Representative of Social
Organization, Eminent Private
Physician of Ward, Voluntary
Organization, Jan Abhiyan
Parishad, Worker of Political
and Social Organization,
Women Self-help Groups will
be members.

Additional Chief Secretary
Home Rajora informed that the
order of the Block Crisis
Management Group, the order
of the District Collector, the
Urban Ward Crisis
Management Group, the order
issued by the concerned
Commissioner, Municipal
Corporation / Chief
Municipality Officer, and the
order of the Village Crisis
Management Group, by the
Chief Executive Officer,
District Panchayat Will be
done.
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The Sanchi Buddhist-Indian
University of Knowledge

Studies carried out a distribu-
tion campiagn on Monday. 

The volunteers of univer-
sity distributed 8 oxygen con-
centrator machines from
Australia in Bhopal and Raisen.
Vice Chancellor of Sanchi
University Neerja Gupta gave
02 Oxygen Concentrator
Machine to Raisen District
Hospital along with State
Health Minister Dr. Prabhuram
Chaudhary today.

During the Covid-19 times,
the patient will get oxygen
directly through the oxygen
concentrator machine in case
oxygen cylinders are unavail-
able.

Australia's Everex Limited
sent 100 oxygen concentra-
tors to India. These oxygen
concentrators were distributed
in India by making Sanchi
University a nodal institution.
According to the numbers
given by the Australian insti-
tution, Dr. Neerja Gupta, Vice
Chancellor of Sanchi
University, distributed 80 oxy-

gen concentrator machines in
Delhi, 07 in Ahmedabad, 05 in
Jammu and 02-02 in Raisen
District Hospital and JK
Hospital in Bhopal. 

The courier company also
dispatched these machines with
a day's time to transport these
oxygen concentrator machine
from Philips company from
Australia to Bhopal,
Ahmedabad, Jammu from
Delhi. In view of the pandem-
ic and the needs of the patients,
these machines also made
quick delivery of these
machines at Sanchi University.
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The Madhya Pradesh Asha
Usha Karyakarta Sangathan

is carrying out an awareness
campiagn in 51 districts of the
State. 

The committee's state pres-
ident Vibha Shrivastava said
that 85 thousand Asha Usha
activists are working in 51 dis-
tricts of the State and are
spreading awareness about pre-
cautions of Covid-19 along
with awaring people about
government schemes. 

She said that ASHA work-

ers and volunteers are seen in
the field with full responsibil-
ity even in this scorching sun.
Srivastava said that it is neces-
sary to constantly provide
information is umportant like,
a distance of three yards, wear-
ing a mask, and wash his hands
repeatedly with soap this infor-
mation will inspire the com-
mon man throughout the 
day. 

Apart from this, along with
giving information about it to
the hospital, the work of deliv-
ering medicines is also being
done by Asha-Usha and asso-

ciates. Vibha Shrivastava said
that Asha Usha and Sahyogini
of the entire Madhya Pradesh
are with the government with
full enthusiasm.

Along with this, despite
being a BCM contract worker
of the department and DCM,
these Asha Usha workers keep
on motivating them for work.
Srivastava said that the ASHA
worker is playing an important
role in the vaccination in the
coronary period. After being
vaccinated, ASHA workers are
also going to follow up the ben-
eficiaries at home.
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Chola Mandir police have
arrested a killer who

stabbed his 30-year-old elder
brother after having a fight to
clean bathroom at Bhanpur
EWS late in the night on
Sunday; body was recovered in
the morning on Monday.

The arrested accused was
identified as Anil Balia who
attacked Nanakram with a
sharp edged weapon resulting
in his death. Police said that
after body of Nanakram was
spotted police were informed
and on the receipt a team
rushed to spot and started
investigation.

In the initial investigation
Anil was narrowed down by
police and he tried to mislead
but later confessed that he
attacked Nanak in his neck and
head after having a fight when

he returned home heavily
drunk. Nanak asked Anil to
clean the bathroom but he
refused and the two had a fight
which resulted in Nanak’s
death.

After stabbing him to death
he waited for 2-3 hours and
later dumped body, returned
house and washed clothes. In
the morning people of the
locality spotted body.

The police registered a case
under section 302 of the IPC
and arrested the accused on
Sunday. The deceased and the
accused used to have 
fights.

Nanak’s mother Laxmi
married Kadwa Balai after
death of her husband and Anil
was the son from Laxmi’s sec-
ond marriage. At the time of
incident mother was out for
some work while sister was on
duty. 
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Aplay potraying human nature of
betrayal, conspiracy and love

‘Hamu’ was featured at Facebook Live
on Monday. The play was featured to
mark the sixth day of Rangdarshan Yuva
Theatre Festival. 

The play is directed by Faiz Khan.
Hamu is a play that narrates about the
human nature that never changes. A per-
son may pretend to be good, but he is
evil inside which trait will never change. 

The play surrounds the story of
Ghazala and Karim. Ghazala and Karim
shares a decent relationshop of broth-
er-in-law and sister-in-law. A well to do
family is located in one city of Uttar
Pradesh. 

The family is known in Uttar
Pradesh and is quite well to do. Karim
was always hungry for power and
money. He pretended to be good, but
always wanted the position Baig Saab
had. Ghazala and Baig Saab hold a good
position in family. 

The table turned when Karim got
married to Ghazala. The situation was
changed but the man didnt. Karim killed
his own brother for power amd money
and eventually married Ghazala. 

Ghazala's son was against this mar-
riage and was perplexed to see how his
mother can marry his uncle. 

The play Hamu tried to connect to
the audience in the simplest way to
understand the pain and 
circumstances.
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Covid Care Center has been start-
ed in Chhindwara DRP Line

with the efforts to protect the police
officers and employees who remain
in the front line during the Corona
Transition from infection.

Earlier, the 26-bed Covid Care
Center is also in operation at the 8th
Battalion Police Hospital. SP
Aggarwal informed that medical
personnel will be provided in the
care center to the policemen, mem-
bers of the police family and the
public if the beds are vacant.

Agrawal informed that 24 beds
are available in this new center and

26 in the pre-operated center, thus
50 beds are available with oxygen
support system. All necessary med-
ical facilities, doctors and nursing
staff will be available 24 hours.
Services of specialist physicians will
also be availed if necessary.

A local pharma dealers have set
up a medical shop at police Covid
Care Center on a no loss-no profit
basis. It is worth mentioning that
before this, all other facilities have
been started in Police Hospitals in
6 other districts. 
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Breaking the corona transi-
tion chain is our collective

responsibility, said Speaker of
Madhya Pradesh State
Assembly Girish Gautam,
while speaking at the inaugu-
ration ceremony of the 50-bed
Covid Hospital at Devtalab in
Rewa.

At the facility round the
clock help would be assured
and expressed confidence that
we will all together beat Corona
and beat it. On the occasion

regional public representatives
and  Collector T Ilaiya Raja
were present.

Earlier, he appreciated the
administrative efforts to control
corona infection and said that
due to timely decisions, we are
able to fight against 
corona.

He said that if we follow the
rules laid down by the admin-
istration by showing awareness,
not only ourselves but also our
people can be saved from this
dreadful infection. 

It requires calmness and
patience which we have to col-
lectively follow. In the spread-
ing transition to the corona,
double mask is needed along

with social distancing and it has
mandatory to be followed.

During his one-day stay at
his state assembly constituen-
cy, Gautam met the families of
the deceased due to lightening
and distributed administrative
help of Rs 4 lakh each to
bereaved families.

Among these, the names of
Gayatri Dwivedi and Rohini
Prasad Dwivedi of Umaria
Voharian Kalan are important.
Ashish Dwivedi and Aman
Dwivedi of this family had
died. After this, Gautam also
reached Dagdaua and meet
family members of former
sarpanch Sarvendra Mishra
and expressed condolences.
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Through the 'Vaidya Aapke
Dwar' scheme launched by

the Department of AYUSH,
free AYUSH medical specialists
can be consulted through live
video call from home. The
three disciplines of AYUSH,
Ayurveda, Homeopathy and
Unani, can be availed under the
scheme. Citizens can take
advantage of this facility by
downloading the AyushQure
App from the Google Play
store on Android phones. The
Minister of State for AYUSH,
Ramkishore Kaware, had
launched the scheme virtually
on May 7.

The Department of
AYUSH has made this scheme
available through the telemed-
icine app with the aim of mak-
ing AYUSH health service
accessible to the common peo-
ple even at home. In today's era
of information technology,
telemedicine is the harmoniz-
ing form of medical sciences,

engineering. Under this, both
the patient and the doctor will
be able to use specially
designed app 'AyushQure'.
Through this, patients will be
able to consult with the doctor
directly through video call. If
required by the doctor, they will
be able to conduct various
tests and upload them. Based
on this, doctors will be able to
give advice. The doctor will call
the patient in the hospital only
if it is more necessary.

'Ayush Qure' is an app
based on Android. It can be
downloaded from Google Play
Store. After registration / sign
up with the mobile number
and verification through OTP,
AYUSH will be able to book
appointment by choosing doc-
tor and time according to med-
ical system Ayurveda,
Homeopathy or Unani.
Medical advice will be given by
making a video call through the
app as per the time prescribed
by the selected doctor and a
consultation letter can be sent.

This facility will prove to be
a boon in the corona crisis peri-
od for the patients living in
remote areas and who cannot
visit hospitals as they can ben-
efit from AYUSH health facil-
ities.
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The Cyber Cell police have booked a fraudster involved in dup-
ing a girl in the name of lottery of Rs 1 crore; fraudsters col-

lected Rs 14000 after which victim lodged complaint.
Police said that the accused contacted on July 2020 and

informed that she won Rs1 crore and asked for depositing Rs
14000 for receiving the lottery amount.

The victim provided Rs 14000 but later the fraudster demand-
ed additional Rs 7000 which made the victim suspicious and she
refused to pay and later when she contacted the accused he never
attended the victim’s call. The victim lodged a complaint with
the cyber cell. Meanwhile Ayodhya Nagar police have booked a
youth for sexually assaulting and exploiting a 24-year-old girl
at Ayodhya Nagar for the past five years.

Police said that the accused Madhur Kumar a resident of Rewa
posed a BHMS and sexually assaulted and exploited victim for
the past five years.The accused was nabbed after victim lodged
complaint and in the investigation police have not found any
degree related to claims made by the accused.

The details of the accused and his crime record would be
investigated in the further investigation.
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Himachal Chief Minister Jai
Ram Thakur on Monday

said that presently, there are a
total of 3670 beds available in
the health institutions of the
state out of which 1819 are
occupied.

There are about 244 ICU
beds and 1804 oxygenated beds
in the state and out of these
1804 oxygenated beds, 349 are
unoccupied, said the Chief
Minister while presiding over
the meeting held here to review
the Covid situation in the state.
Thakur said that the State
Government is endeavouring
to increase bed capacity keep-
ing in view the sharp surge of
Covid-19 cases.

The bed capacity would be
enhanced by 1100 within a few

days by expediting work in
makeshift hospitals. Additional
bed capacity of 200 each is being
created at Pandoga in Una dis-
trict, Solan and Mandi where-
as additional bed capacity of 500
is being created at Paraur in
Kangra district, he said. 

The makeshift hospital has
already been made functional
at Nalagarh with facility of 60
beds, Palakwah in Una district
with 100 bedded capacity,
IGMC Shimla with 23 beds
facility and Tanda with 66 beds
facility. 100 beds would also be
made available in medical col-
lege Ner Chowk in two days, he
added.

The Chief Minister further
said that the State Government
has also decided to provide
health kits to the Covid patients
in home isolation which would

have kaarha, chyawanprash,
face masks, sanitizer, ther-
mometer, multivitamin tablets
and Ayush immunity booster.

He informed that the Union
Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare has provided 75000
PPE kits and 75000 N-95 masks
to the state which would reach
Shimla by Tuesday evening.

He said that the Union
Government has recently sanc-
tioned 14 more PSA oxygen
plants for the state. These
plants are being established at
civil hospital Palampur, zonal
hospital Mandi, civil hospital
Ghumarwin, Dr. Radhakrishan
government medical college
Hamirpur, Ayurvedic hospital
Reckong Peo, civil hospital
Ratti, civil hospital Rampur, Dr.
Y.S. Parmar government med-
ical college Nahan, civil hospi-

tal Sarahan, regional hospital
Kullu, Deen Dayal Upadhayay
hospital Shimla, zonal hospital
Dharamshala, Shri Lal Bahadur
Shastri government medical
college, Ner Chowk and IGMC
Shimla.

The work on all these
plants would be completed in
a time bound manner. These
oxygen plants would ensure
uninterrupted oxygen supply to
the patients admitted in these
medical colleges and hospitals,
he added.

CM REVIEWS NEW OPD AT
IGMC FOR COVID
PATIENTS

Himachal Chief Minister
Jai Ram Thakur on Monday
visited Indira Gandhi Medical
College and Hospital here to
get first hand information

regarding the progress made in
the new OPD of the hospital,
which would be used for treat-
ment of Covid-19 patients.

The Chief Minister, while
talking to the mediapersons
said that the new OPD would
have capacity to accommo-
date about 500 Covid patients.

He said that the trauma
ward is also nearing comple-
tion which could also be used
for treatment of Covid patients,
if situation arises.

Thakur urged the people to
provide their wholehearted
cooperation in fighting this
pandemic in the state.

He said that people must
strictly follow SoPs laid by the
State Government from time to
time.  The process of vaccina-
tion is going on smoothly and
the next phase for vaccinating

the people between the age
group of 18 to 44 years would
be started as soon as the state
gets its quota of vaccine from
the manufacturers, he said
while answering a query.

The Chief Minister said
that the new multi-storeyed
parking is also being con-
structed near IGMC Shimla at
a cost of Rs 32 crore under
Smart City Project. This park-
ing would have capacity to
park about 500 vehicles which
could be further extended up to
800 vehicles, he added.

He further said that this
smart car parking would not
only facilitate the patients and
their attendants visiting the
hospitals but would also pro-
vide adequate parking facility
to the doctors and para-med-
ical staff.
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In a bid to curtail the spread
of Covid-19 infection, the

UT Administration on Monday
decided to extend the present
corona curfew in the city by
another week. The non-essen-
tial shops will continue to
remain closed and night curfew
will continue to be from 6:00
pm to 5:00 am.

Administrator, UT
Chandigarh, VP Singh Badnore
took this decision while review-
ing corona cases over a War
Room meeting with the UT
administrative officers.Adviser
Manoj Parida said that it was
decided that the day time
movement will be allowed,
however, residents have been
advised to avoid non-essential
travel. Morning walkers will be
allowed from 6 am to 9 am and
crowded places like Sukhna
Lake, Museums, Libraries,
Rock Garden will remain
closed, he added.

Parida further said that a
maximum of 20 guests will be
allowed in wedding functions
and written permission from
the Deputy Commissioner will

be needed.  For funerals, the
number will be restricted to 10
and no separate permission will
be required.  

Keeping in view the fact
that corona is a new disease
with unknown variants and
mutations and its treatment
needs to be updated daily, the
Administrator directed that
the top doctors from all the
three medical institutions must
meet in video conference every
day and analyze the medical
treatment of critical patients.
The senior doctors of PGIMER
should guide all concerned
regarding new medication and
upto date protocol for the
treatment of corona patients.  

Administrator also stressed
that there should be an audit of
each fatality, so that the line of
medical treatment could be
improved and lapses, if any,
could be rectified.

In view of the directions of
the High Court for setting up
Unified Command Centre for
tri-city, a meeting of all the three
Chief Secretaries will be held on
Tuesday  so that a common
strategy could be chalked out for
fighting covid in the tri-city. 

Badnore also inaugurated
a temporary Covid hospital in
Sector 45, where an existing
dispensary has been converted
into a full-fledged covid hos-
pital. 

863 NEW CASES, 7 DEATHS
IN CHANDIGARH

Chandigarh on Monday
registered seven more deaths
and 863 cases of coronavirus,
taking the infection count to
51,070. So far, 575 people have
died from the infection in the
union territory, according to a
medical bulletin.  The city is
witnessing an alarming rise in
Covid-19 deaths as about 97
persons have succumbed to the
virus in the last 10 days, a sharp
increase in the toll over last
month that saw 99 deaths.
The number of active cases
stood at 8653.  The total num-
ber of samples tested in the last
24 hours was 3756. While cases
were reported from all sectors,
Manimajra reported 108 new
cases. A total of 714 patients
were discharged after they
recovered from the infection. A
total of 441,625 samples have
been taken for testing so far.
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To assist Chandigarh admin-
istration in the fight against

coronavirus, Indian Army’s
Western Command on
Monday operationalised a ded-
icated hospital at Panjab
University’s Sector 25 campus
for civilian patients.

The 100-bed hospital, set
up under Operation Namaste,
was inaugurated by the
Governor of Punjab and
Administrator of Chandigarh,
VP Singh Badnore, who went
around the facilities and dis-
cussed its functional modalities
with the doctors and staff.

Badnore thanked the
Western Command
Chandimandir and officials
concerned for setting up a 100
bedded covid hospital in
International Hostel, Panjab
University and assured that all
possible help from Chandigarh
Administration will be pro-
vided to this hospital for covid
treatment.  He advised the
army authorities to arrange
for oxygen concentrators and
ventilators.

The General Officer

C o m m a n d i n g - i n - C h i e f ,
Western Command, Lt Gen RP
Singh, who was also present on
the occasion, highlighted the
efforts put in by both, the
Indian Army as well as the civil
administration, in the early
operationalisation of these
Hospitals.  He assured the gov-
ernments of Punjab, Haryana
and Chandigarh of continued
support of the Armed Forces in
the fight against COVID-19.

In addition to this, similar
100-bed facilities will also be
operationalised by the Army
under Operation Namaste at
the Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee
Medical College in Faridabad
and the Rajindra Government
Hospital in Patiala on May 11
and May 12, respectively.

The three COVID care
facilities, which will treat
patients with mild to moderate
symptoms, have been set up on
a war footing in coordination
with the civil administration of
respective states and union
territory. The Army has tem-
porarily relocated its field hos-
pitals for the purpose.

According to officials, the
Army has deployed its doctors,

nursing officers and para-
medics for holistic treatment to
patients as per ICMR guide-
lines, provided service ambu-
lances and trained personnel
for administration and man-
agement of the hospitals.

The civil administration,
on the other hand, is facilitating
essential amenities, service man-
agement, uninterrupted oxygen
supply, patient admission and
discharge processes and ambu-
lance services at these hospitals.

The hospitals will also cater
for basic laboratory, X-ray,
pharmacy and catering for
patients. The admission to
these Hospitals is open for all
affected citizens and coordi-
nated by the chief medical
officers of the respective dis-
tricts. On admission, ISO num-
bers will be issued to patients
by the respective hospital man-
agement and the discharge will
be on recommendation of the
Army medical officer treating
the patient.  Patients requiring
higher grade of treatment will
be shifted to other hospitals,
coordinated by the CMO as per
availability of ICU facilities, he
added.
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One hundred sixty one
deaths were reported in

Haryana as 12718 fresh
COVID-19 cases surfaced on
Monday.  The state, however,
recorded more number of
recoveries at 16192 than the
fresh cases in the last 24 hours.

The death toll due to
COVID-19 has reached 5766
while the state’s cumulative
tally stood at 628615, as per
Haryana’s health bulletin.
There were 113,232 active cases
in the state till the evening.

According to the bulletin,
Rohtak reported the highest
number of 17 fatalities in the
last 24 hours. 16 deaths each
were reported in Hisar,
Mahendragarh and Bhiwani, 12
each in Gurugram and Jind, 10
each in Faridabad, Ambala
and Panipat, eight in Kaithal,
nine in Yamunanagar and Sirsa,
five in Fatehabad, four in
Panchkula, three in
Kurukshetra and two each in
Palwal and Sonepat.

The worst affected
Gurugram district reported
the highest number of 2749
fresh infections followed by
1347 cases in Faridabad and

1185 cases in Hisar.
The cumulative positivity

rate has increased to 7.97 per-
cent while the recovery rate
stood at 81 percent in Haryana.
The fatality rate in the state was
recorded at 0.92 percent.  The
state recorded a positivity rate
of 25.30 percent on Monday.
Till date, more than 79.19 lakh
samples have been tested in
Haryana, the bulletin stated.

A day before, the State
Government had extended
lockdown till May 17. Home-
cum-Health Minister Anil Vij
on Monday said that
'Mahamari Alert, Surakshit
Haryana' has been declared
for one week. A few rules have
been added to the guidelines
imposed earlier during the
first lockdown. Only 11 per-
sons will be allowed to attend
the wedding and funeral, he
added.
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Monday (May 10) turned out
to be a deadliest day since the

coronavirus pandemic broke
out in Punjab. As many as 198
persons — the highest-ever sin-
gle-day figure — succumbed to
the deadly contagion in the past
24 hours, which means that on
an average, eight casualties were
reported every hour.

With this, the state’s death
toll currently stood at 10,704 at
the case fatality rate (CFR) of 2.38
percent.

Breaking all previous
records, Ludhiana district wit-
nessed whopping 30 fatalities —
highest ever reported by any dis-
trict in Punjab — along with
1,470 fresh cases.

Other than that, eight other
districts reported deaths in two-
digit figures — including 19
deaths from Bathinda; 17 from
Sangrur; 14 each from Mohali
and Patiala; 13 from Muktsar
and Ferozepur; and 10 each
from Ropar and Amritsar.
Besides, nine deaths were report-
ed from Hoshiarpur; eight each
from Fazilka, Jalandhar, and

Pathankot; five each from
Faridkot; four each from
Gurdaspur, Kapurthala, and
Mansa; three each from
Nawanshahr and fatehgarh
Sahib; two from Barnala; and
one each from Moga and Tarn
Taran.As many as 8,625 more
persons were tested positive for
the COVID-19 in the past 24
hours, pushing the state’s infec-
tion tally to 4,50,674. The state
recorded the positivity rate of
16.13 percent on Monday.

Mohali district, with 1,382
fresh cases, reported highest
positivity rate of 33.85 percent on
Monday. Besides, seven other
districts have higher positivity
rate than that of the state.

Ludhiana reporting highest
1470 cases in a single day at the
positivity rate of 15.73 percent;
followed by Mohali with 1,382
fresh cases (33.85 percent);
Patiala 676 (18.82 percent);
Bathinda 629 (20.51 percent);
Jalandhar 619 (13 percent);
Amritsar 561 (12.10 percent);
Muktsar 401 (28.77 percent);
Pathankot 396 (22.07 percent);
Hoshiarpur 385 (11.24 percent)
and  Mansa 353 (27.99 percent).
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With an aim to curb the Covid-19 spread that is growing expo-
nentially in the rural areas, Haryana Government has decid-

ed to release funds up to Rs 50,000 for all gram panchayats of
the state.

Isolation wards will be set up in the villages through these
funds and other necessary items associated with Covid treatment
such as oximeters, steam machines, thermometers, blood pres-
sure monitoring machines will also be arranged so that the fight
against the second wave of Corona pandemic can be fought firm-
ly at the rural level, said Deputy Chief Minister Dushyant Chautala
on Monday.Dushyant presided over a meeting with officers of
the Panchayat Department here to review the COVID-19 situ-
ation in the state.He said that the State Government will allo-
cate funds of Rs 30,000 to all the villages having population less
than 10,000 and those with more than 10,000 population, the
government will allocate Rs 50,000.

Corona isolation centres would be built in Chaupals,
Government Schools, Anganwadi Centers of the villages, he said.

The Deputy Chief Minister informed that a team will be
formed to operate these centres, which will include Health Staff
(ANM), Anganwadi Workers and Gram Panchayat
Representatives and these teams will be monitored by the incharge
of CHC and PHC.

Dushyant said that the increasing cases of Covid in the vil-
lages are a matter of concern. In order to prevent the spread, 8,000
teams are being formed by the State Government to increase
Covid testing in rural areas.

He said that to curb the Covid infection in the rural areas,
it is mandatory to set up Corona treatment facilities within the
villages for which the State Government will provide funds to
the panchayats immediately.
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From Page 1
Meanwhile, a 38-year-old

man committed suicide by
hanging with the tree at Gunga
on Sunday. According to police,
the deceased Raghunath Singh
was declared dead when he was
rushed to a nearby hospital
after he was found hanging.

Police were informed and
based on the receipt a team
reached and started investiga-
tion. Deceased used to work as
farmer and for the past two
years his wife was living with
her parents and was not ready
to return and frustrated over
his wife’s refusal he committed
suicide.After the preliminary
investigation the body was sent
for the post mortem and a case
under section 174 of the CrPC
was registered.
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The Chandigarh Police on
Monday started Dial-112

Helpline Service for Covid-19
related stress and anxiety as well
as for psychological counseling
of police officials of UT Police.
Seema Vinayak, Department of
Psychology, Panjab University,
Chandigarh will be available at
112 Helpline and also on Mobile
No. 82830-35100 for free psy-
chological counseling of police
officials of Chandigarh Police to
reduce their depression and
stress.

A statement stated that
under the guidance of UT DGP,
Chandigarh Police is taking keen
interest in the safety and health
issues of police officials during
Corona Pandemic. A dedicated
team of doctors at Police
Hospital, Sector 26, Chandigarh
has been tasked to regularly
take feedback from Corona pos-
itive patients of Chandigarh
police and guide them accord-
ingly. The said team are regularly
communicating through tele-
phone and also visiting at the res-
idence of Corona Positive police
officials to take care of each and
every corona positive officials
and prescribe medicine accord-
ing to their health issues. An
immunity booster kit consisting
of Vitamin C, Zinc tablets is also
being distributed to all the field
officials of Chandigarh Police to
boost their immunity during the
second wave of this pandemic.
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The Meteorological
Department on Monday

issued an orange weather warn-
ing for thunderstorm in
Himachal Pradesh from May
11 to 13.  The Shimla
Meteorological office has fore-
cast rain and gusty winds in
plains and low hills and heavy
rainfall in middle and high hills
from Tuesday to 
Thursday.

Shimla Met Centre
Director Manmohan Singh
said that an orange warning has
been issued for thunderstorm,
lightning, hail and gusty winds
at isolated places in plains and
low and high hills till Thursday.
A yellow warning has been
issued for thunderstorm and
lightning at isolated places in
high hills on May 12, he 
added.

Notably, the Met office
issues colour-coded warnings
to alert people ahead of severe
or hazardous weather that has
the potential to cause damage,
widespread disruption or dan-
ger to life.Orange is for weath-
er conditions that have the
capacity to impact significant-
ly, while yellow indicates the
possibility of severe weather.

Meanwhile, the
Chandigarh Met Department
has also forecast rainfall and
gusty winds in parts of Punjab
and Haryana from May 11 to
13.
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The Centre has justified in
the Supreme Court the

Covid-19 vaccination policy
saying its response and strate-
gy is completely driven by
expert medical and scientific
opinion which leaves little
room for judicial interference
and emphasised that citizens of
all age groups will get free vac-
cination throughout India.

In view of the unprece-
dented and peculiar circum-
stances under which vaccina-
tion drive is devised as an
executive policy, the “wisdom
of the executive should be
trusted”, it said. In a global pan-
demic, where the response and
strategy of the nation is com-
pletely driven by expert med-
ical and scientific opinion, “any
overzealous, though well-
meaning judicial intervention,
may lead to unforeseen and
unintended consequences”, the
government said.

In 218-page affidavit filed
late Sunday night in the top
court’s suo motu case on
Covid-19 management, the
Centre said, this policy “con-
forms to mandate of Article 14
and Article 21 of the
Constitution of India and is
made after several rounds of
consultation and discussion
with experts, state government
and vaccine manufacturers
requiring no interference by
this Court as while dealing with

a pandemic of this magnitude,
the executive does have a room
for free play in the joints, in
larger public interest”.

The Government further
said, “It is also submitted that
citizens of 18 to 44 years are
getting vaccination free of cost
as all the State Governments
have announced free vaccina-
tion for this population group
of 18-44 years. Thus, all citizens
of all age groups will get free
vaccination throughout the
country.” States have also been
provided the information of the
total number of doses of both
vaccines available to them and
the UTs from “Government of
India channel” for the identi-
fied priority groups (health
care workers, frontline workers
and population above 45 years
of age) free of cost from May 1
to 15 and this data would be
released every fortnight, it said.

“It is most respectfully sub-
mitted that in the times of such
grave and unprecedented crisis
which the nation is fighting the
disaster of an unprecedented
magnitude, the executive func-
tioning of the government
needs discretion to formulate
policy in larger interest. It is
submitted that in view of the
unprecedented and peculiar
circumstances under which

vaccination drive is devised as
an executive policy, the wisdom
of the executive should be
trusted,” the affidavit said.

The Government said in a
plethora of judgements, the SC
laid down the parameters for
judicial review of executive
policies, which can only be
struck down or interfered with
on the grounds of manifest
arbitrariness, allowing suffi-
cient play in the joints to the
executive, to function in accor-
dance with its Constitutional
mandate.

“In the context of a global
pandemic, where the response
and strategy of the nation is
completely driven by expert
medical and scientific opinion,
there is even little room for
judicial interference. Any
overzealous, though well-
meaning judicial intervention
may lead to unforeseen and
unintended consequences, in
absence of any expert advice or
administrative experience, leav-
ing the doctors, scientists,
experts and executive very lit-
tle room to find innovative
solutions on the go”, it said.

It said the policy, strategy
and steps taken, based on
expert scientific advice, have to
be appreciated in the context of
a medical crisis.
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The Organisation of
Pharmaceutical Producers

of India) on Monday said waiv-
ing intellectual property rights
will not lead to increased pro-
duction of Covid-19 vaccines,
as it is not the barrier to their
adequate availability in India.
The industry body said it is
cognizant that with the rising
Covid-19 cases in India and
other developing nations, there
is an urgency to rapidly-pro-
duce greater quantities of
Covid-19 vaccine. Vaccine
manufacturing is a complex
process and scaling up capac-
ities involves the transfer of
critical know-how, it added.
The International Federation of
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
and Associations (IFPMA) has
already opposed the transfer of
Intellectual Property (IP) waiv-
er saying a waiver is the simple
but the wrong answer to what
is a complex problem.
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In the ongoing national effort
to augment supply of oxygen,

three Indian Navy warships
carrying the gas from Kuwait,
Qatar and Singapore reached
India on Monday. The Army
set up three hospitals in
Faridabad, Chandigarh and
Patiala for treating Covid-19
patients.

Giving details about the
naval endeavour, officials said
three ships including Kolkata,
Trikand and Airavat reached
India with Liquid Medical
Oxygen.

As part of the ongoing
Operation ‘Samudra Setu II’ to
support the nation’s fight
against Covid-19, INS Kolkata
arrived New Mangalore, INS
Trikand entered Mumbai and
INS Airavat arrived in
Visakhapatnam.

These ships are part of
nine ships deployed for Covid
relief Operation ‘Samudra Setu
II’ for shipment of Liquid
Medical Oxygen and associat-
ed medical equipment from
friendly foreign countries in
the Persian Gulf and South
East Asia.

INS Airavat arrived in
Visakhapatnam with eight
cryogenic oxygen tanks and
3,898 oxygen cylinders along
with other critical medical
equipment from Singapore.

INS Trikand was deployed
to augment shipment of Liquid
Medical Oxygen (LMO) cryo-
genic containers from Hamad
Port, Qatar to Mumbai. The
ship arrived at Mumbai with 40
Metric Tons(MT) of liquid

Oxygen. The consignment is
part of the French mission
“Oxygen Solidarity Bridge” to
support India’s fight against
Covid-19 pandemic, they said.

INS Kolkata arrived at
New Mangalore with 400 bot-
tles of Oxygen, two 27 MT
containers of Liquid Medical
Oxygen and 47 concentrators
that were embarked at Qatar
and Kuwait.

While these ships entered
ports to augment oxygen sup-
ply in three different States,
two more warships are enroute
to India from Kuwait and one
ship is at Brunei to embark
medical supplies.

As regards the Army’s role,
they said the force has set up
a 100-bed Covid care hospital
at the Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee
Government Medical College,
Chhainsa, located 20 kms from
Faridabad town. 

The Army and the Civil
Administration, Faridabad
District worked  in close coor-
dination on a war footing to
ensure that the hospital is
functional from Tuesday to
provide Level 1 medical care to
mild/ symptomatic patients
suffering from Covid-19.

In a related development,

Western Command chief
Lieutenant General RP Singh
on Monday announced the
operationalisation of Western
Command Covid Hospitals at
International Students Hostel
of Panjab University, Sector 25
Chandigarh and Rajindra
Government Hospital, Patiala
besides the facility at
Faridabad. The hospital at
Patiala will start functioning
from Tuesday.

The Army has deployed its
Doctors, Nursing Officers and
Paramedics for holistic treat-
ment to patients as per the
Indian Council for Medical
Research(ICMR)guidelines,
provided service ambulances
and trained personnel for
administration and manage-
ment of the hospital.

The civil administration is
facilitating essential ameni-
ties, service management,
uninterrupted oxygen supply,
patient admission and dis-
charge and ambulance ser-
vices at these hospitals.

The hospitals will also
cater for basic laboratory, X-
Ray, Pharmacy and catering for
patients. The admission to
these Hospitals will be opened
to all citizens.
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Congress president Sonia
Gandhi on Monday came

down heavily on the party
cadre for the party’s debacle in
the just-concluded Assembly
elections. 

Sources within the party
said that an annoyed Sonia
sought an explanation for the
electoral losses from the gen-
eral secretaries in charge of the
States that went to polls, she
also raked up the issue of
pending party’s President post
and organisational elections
to be held by month of June.

During the party’s
Congress Working Committee
(CWC) meeting, Sonia talked
more about the prevailing sit-
uation within the party and dis-
cussed measures to be taken to
“pull up the socks” to strength-
en the party base.

In a surprise move, Sonia
asked Assam general secretary
Jitender Singh, Kerala general
secretary Tariq Anwar, West
Bengal in-charge Jitin Prasada,
Tamil Nadu & Puducherry in-
charge Dinesh Gundurao to
make a presentation and
explain why the party lost in
these States.

“I expect them to brief us
very frankly on our perfor-
mance in their respective
States. We want them to tell us
why we performed well below
expectation. These results tell

us clearly that we need to put
our house in order,” she said.

“We have to take note of
our serious setbacks. To say that
we are deeply disappointed is to
make an understatement. I
intend to set up a small group
to look at every aspect that
caused such reverses and report
back very quickly.  We need to
candidly understand why in
Kerala and Assam we failed to
dislodge the incumbent gov-
ernments, and why in West
Bengal we drew a complete
blank. These will yield uncom-
fortable lessons, but if we do not
face reality, if we do not look the
facts in the face, we will not
draw the right lessons,” Sonia
said in the virtual meeting of
the CWC which is the party’s
highest decision-making body. 

Sources said that West
Bengal in charge Jitin Prasada
in his presentation said that
alliance with ISF ruined the
party prospects in the state and
mentioned that the ISF alliance
was finalized by the Left par-
ties and not the Congress. In
the midst of elections, senior
party leader Anand Sharma
had raised the issue but was
snubbed West Bengal Congress
chief  Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury that the Left had
given its share of seats to ISF.

Jitin also blamed the com-
mittee for delaying the seat
sharing pact and also said by
the time campaigning for the
last phases began where the

Congress was strong, the elec-
tion became bipolar between
TMC and BJP, and the party
could not get any seat in
Malda and Murshidabad,
which are its strongholds.

Prasada also said that
there was no clarity whether to
attack Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee or not and request-
ed the CWC to throw light on
the issue of alliance and how
to move forward. 

For Assam, according to
sources, the general secretary
in-charge Jitendra Singh high-
lighted that it was wrong to
make CAA as a poll issue,
though the party was hopeful
to wrest power from BJP and
early campaign at the grass-
roots level by the local lead-
ership would have been result-
oriented. The incharge for the
Tamil Nadu conveyed that the
wave was for DMK and in
Puducherry the people was
looking for a change due to the
allegations of misgovernance
by the Naranswamy govern-
ment, according to the
sources. While the Kerala
incharge said that though the
party worker hard and a reg-
ular campaigns by Rahul
Gandhi was positive, but the
cause of real loss is being
assessed and a report in this
regard will be shared soon.

Sonia further said the
recent Assembly election was
a clear indication that the
Congress needed to put its

house in order, 
She said calling the results

disappointing would be an
understatement and
announced the setting up of a
small group to analyse the
results.

On the occasion Sonia
also slammed the Narendra
Modi government for ignoring
expert advice on Covid-19
and allowing it become a “cat-
astrophe”. She also targeted the
government for being “woe-
fully short” on vaccination.

The meeting also saw pre-
sentations by chief ministers of
Congress-ruled states on the
Covid situation and chal-
lenges. “The country is paying
a horrendous price for the Modi
government’s neglect of the
pandemic, indeed its wilful
patronage of super-spreader
events that were allowed for par-
tisan gains. A far deadlier sec-
ond wave has now over-
whelmed us. Some scientists
have now cautioned about a
third wave overtaking us soon.
Some States have already
announced a complete lock-
down. The public health system
across the country has all but
collapsed,” she said.

A party colleague, and
leader of Congress in Lok Sabha,
Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury,
wrote a letter to the
Government to convene a spe-
cial session of the Parliament to
discuss and debate on the pan-
demic which is taking a heavy
toll on the health of the nation
every hour, every minute.
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Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra on

Monday attacked the Narendra
Modi-led Union Government
over the Central Vista project
and questioned the expenditure
being made on a new residence
for the Prime Minister when
the amount could be utilised
for providing Covid related
medical assistance.

“PM’s new residence &
Central vista cost = Rs 20,000
cr = 62 crore vaccine doses =
22 crore Remdesvir vials = 3
crore 10 litre oxygen cylinders
= 13 AIIMS with a total of
12,000 beds. WHY?,” Priyanka
tweeted.

The Government has
brought the construction work
for the ambitious Central Vista
project under the ambit of
“essential services” to ensure
smooth movement of labour-
ers during the ongoing lock-
down in Delhi.

Both Priyanka and her
brother Rahul Gandhi have
been critical of the Central
Viata project, saying that it
shouldn’t be continued at a
time when the country is reel-
ing under the Covid pandem-
ic with many people com-
plaining of not getting hospi-
tal beds, Covod vaccines, oxy-
gen cylinders and life-saving
drugs.
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Credited with BJP’s ‘polit-
ical surge’ in the North-

East, Himanta Biswa Sarma,
a non-tribal, was sworn in as
the 15th Chief Minister of
Assam on Monday by State
Governor Jagdish Mukhi,
replacing  former Chief
Minister Sarbananda
Sonowal.

Sarma had joined the
BJP from the Congress in
2015 at the the residence of
senior BJP leader Amit Shah’s
and was then appointed
Convener of the Election
Management Committee for
the upcoming Assembly
Elections in Assam in 2016
that catapulted Sonowal as
the State Chief Minister.

Five years down the line

Sarma, 52, expanded his
clout in the North-East as
also in the BJP  and upstaged
his  seven years  senior
Sonowal

An interesting comment
of Sonowal reported locally
in March, this year, at a book
launch  function in Assam
reflect that Sonowal was, in
a way, still confident that
‘democratic election’ would
pave way for him for the sec-
ond time.

Asked if one needs
to be a non-Brahmin
from Upper Assam to
become the chief min-
ister candidate from
the BJP party, Sonowal
said  “This is a very
very…this is a question
that should not be
raised. Our party BJP

is a very democratic party
and we believe in people’s
democracy.”

His fate was decided in
Delhi before it was formally
announced in BJP legislature
party meet a day before at
Gauwhati.

Sarma, a Brahmin,  and
Sonowal, a kachari-tribal
had  began their political
careers and honed their 
political skills as leaders of
All Assam Student Union
(AASU) and then went
seperate ways for years before
joining hands together in
the BJP.

Prime Minister who had
hand-picked Sonowal in
2016,  C ongratulated
Himanta  and the other
Ministers who took oath.

“C ongratulat ions  to
Himanta Biswa Ji and the
other Ministers who took
oath today,” tweeted Modi.

“I am confident this team
will add momentum to the
development journey of
Assam and fulfil aspirations
of the people,” the Prime
Minister added.

Modi  a lso  praised
Sonowal for his “immense
contribution in strengthen-
ing the party in the State”

“My valued colleague
@sarbanandsonwal Ji was at
the helm of a pro-people
and pro-development admin-
istration over the last five
years .  His  contr ibut ion
towards Assam’s progress and
strengthening the party in
the state is immense, “ prime
Minister said to heal the
hurt sentiments of the ex-CM
and his loyalists.

Sarma took to Twitter to
express his gratitude to the
people of the state. “With fra-
grance of Assam in my heart
& love of my wonderful peo-
ple in my veins, I offer my
deepest gratitude to you all.
I would not have been what
I am had it not been for your
pious faith in me. On this
Day, I vow to work with & for
each one of you with greater
passion Assam,” he tweeted.

In another tweet,  he
thanked Prime Minister
Narendra Modi saying, “This
is the biggest day in my life,
and I so fondly cherish your
generous affection. I assure
you we shall leave no stone
unturned to carry forward
your vision of taking Assam,
& NE to greater heights.”

Sarma has an LLB From
Government Law College
and a PhD from Gauwhati
University. Sarma practised
law at Gauhati High Court
from 1996 to 2001.

He has married Riniki
Bhuyan Sarma in 2001, with
whom he has a son and a
daughter. In 2017, he was
elected as the Badminton
Association of India presi-
dent.
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The Centre on Monday ruled
out the possibility of free

food grains distribution to
migrants saying there is no
panic situation and no com-
plete national lockdown, unlike
last year. However, the
Government has started dis-
tributing additional free grains
again under the Pradhan
Mantri Garib Kalyan Anna
Yojana (PMGKAY) for two
months — May and June— to
80 crore ration cardholders.      

“Migrant crisis is not as big
as it was last year. ... It is not a
complete national lockdown. It
is a local lockdown, the indus-
try is working. The complete
lockdown is not there. That
panic is also not there,” Food
Secretary Sudhanshu Pandey
said in a virtual press meet. The
Government said there is no
impact on the prices of food
grains in the open market due
to free grains distribution
under PMGKAY. Those
migrants, who have gone back
to their villages, are availing
ration supply either through
State or central ration cards, he
said.      

The Secretary was
responding to a query why the
government has not
announced a free grains
scheme for migrants amid a
resurgence of the Covid cases. 

Last year, the government
had distributed 6.40 lakh tonne
of foodgrains for free to
migrants and stranded
migrants.
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People who had Covid-19
infections with mild or no

symptoms should heave a sigh
of relief as a team of scientists
has, for the first time, found that
virus in such patients is unlike-
ly to cause lasting damage to the
structure or function of the
heart.

This should reassure the
public, said the scientists given
that it is a well known fact that
severe hospitalised Covid-19
infections are associated with
blood clots, inflammation of
the heart and heart damage,
mild infections may cause
similar complications.  

According to a study led
by UCL (University College
London) researchers and
funded by the British Heart
Foundation (BHF) and Barts
Charity until now, there has
been little information specif-
ically looking at this group of
people and the effects on the
heart further down the line
after infection.

Published in JACC

Cardiovascular Imaging, the
study of 149 healthcare work-
ers recruited from Barts
Health and Royal Free London
NHS Trusts is the largest and
most detailed study to date
into mild Covid-19 infection
and its longer-term impact
on the heart. Researchers iden-
tified participants with mild
Covid-19 from the Covid sor-
tium, a study in three London
hospitals where healthcare
workers had undergone week-
ly samples of blood, saliva and
nasal swabs for 16 weeks.

Six months after mild
infection, they looked at the
heart structure and function
by analysing heart MRI scans
of 74 healthcare workers with
prior mild Covid-19 and com-
pared them to the scans of 75
healthy age, sex and ethnicity
matched controls who had
not previously been infected.

They found no difference
in the size or amount of mus-
cle of the left ventricle - the
main chamber of the heart
responsible for pumping blood
around the body.
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Days after philanthropist
Bill Gates said that he was

against sharing intellectual
property (IP) rights on Covid-
19 vaccines with developing
countries, his NGO, the Bill
and Melinda Gates
Foundation has issued a
statement that no barriers
should stand in the way of
equitable access to vaccines,
including intellectual proper-
ty.

Bill Gates had said in an
interview said that he would
not be willing to share the
Covid 19 vaccine patents or IP
rights with developing coun-
tries like India. The statement
had drawn flak from various
quarters

However, now the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation has
issued a statement that “no
barriers should stand in the

way of equitable access to vac-
cines.”

Gates had cited vaccine
safety and security issues and
shortage of vaccine factories
justifying his statement to
move a vaccine to developing
countries like India. His state-
ment was slammed world-
wide with reports highlighting
the profit-making aspect of
Gates foundation and also the
lack of an open distribution
model for vaccine production
in the past.

Gates Foundation CEO,
Mark Suzman, in a press state-
ment this week noted, “No
barriers should stand in the
way of equitable access to vac-
cines, including intellectual
property, which is why we are
supportive of a narrow waiv-
er during the pandemic. Those
negotiations will occur via
the WTO process, led by
country negotiators.”
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Citing the ongoing political
violence in West Bengal,

Union Home Ministry has
decided to extend the central
security cover to all those who
contested on BJP ticket in the
Assembly polls.

The MHA  provided cen-
tral security cover to all BJP
candidates from March
onward. Many of them are
getting X-category security,
mainly from CRPF, CISF and
BSF. 

According to officials, the
recent high-level security
appraisal meeting has analysed
the threat perception to BJP
MLAs and those lost elections.
Many BJP candidates have
requested MHA to continue
their security for a while, citing
the ongoing political violence
facing from TMC cadres. 
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Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on

Sunday unveiled her third
Cabinet retaining almost her
entire team of Ministers —
from the previous Ministry —
while at the same time drafting
in a bevy of newfaces like crick-
eter Manoj Tiwari, tribal actress
Birbaha Hansda and Akhil Giri
a veteran MLA from East
Midnapore that houses
Nandigram.

Giri is known for his dag-
gers-drawn chemistry with
Nandigram MLA Suvendu
Adhikari a former pointsman of
the Chief Minister who defect-
ed to the BJP a few months ago
and defeated Banerjee by a
wafer-thin margin.

Forty three Ministers were
sworn in at a toned down cer-
emony in the Throne Room of
Raj Bhavan. The ruling
Trinamool Congress roared
back to power with two-third
majority leaving the BJP back by
a huge margin.

While the Chief Minister
retained the crucial Home,
Health, North Bengal and
Cultural Affairs departments
she did some reshuffling in the
portfolios of her other senior
colleagues bringing senior

Minister and TMC general sec-
retary back as the Industry
Minister.

The TMC Government had
to digest massive criticism for
failing to bring in investment in
its decade-long rule of Bengal.
Another Minister Bratya Basu a
dramatist and a prominent
intellectual has been redrafted
as the Education Minister. Basu
had been removed from the
ministry several years ago. Both
Basu who has been recuperat-
ing from corona infection and
Finance Minister Amit Mitra -
-- suffering from COPD) were
sworn in virtually from their
residences.

Veterans Subrata
Mukherjee, Firhad Hakim,
Aroop Biswas, Sujit Bose,
Chandrima Bhattacharya and
Shashi Panja are back as minis-

ters too with Mukherjee getting
the Panchayat portfolio and
Hakim a former Kolkata Mayor
given the Housing and Urban
Development department.

Incidentally Governor
Jagdeep Dhankhar who has
been quite critical of the new
TMC Government for alleged-
ly ignoring the ongoing post-
poll violence in the State on
Sunday sanctioned the prose-
cution of Mukherjee, Hakim,
Madan Mitra a TMC MLA
and former Minister and Sovan
Chatterjee a former member of
Mamata Banerjee Cabinet —
who left the TMC to join the
BJP before leaving the saffron
party too. The CBI had sought
the Governor’s permission to
prosecute them in the Narada
payoff case.

Sitting Rajya Sabha MP
Manas Bhuniya has also been
drafted as a Cabinet Minister
alongside Soumen Mahapatra,
Jyotipriya Mullick and Javed
Khan. Former IPS officer
Humayun Kabir, Ghulam
Rabbani, Siddiqullah
Chowdhury and Siuli Saha have
also been made ministers.

Soon after the swearing-in
ceremony the Chief Minister
said that her Government’s first
priority would be to fight the
corona crisis even as she hit out

at the Centre for ignoring the
situation. questioning the export
of vaccines at a time when
India did not have its own
quota Banerjee said that the
Centre should make alterantive
arrangements for doses imme-
diately even if it meant allowing
other concerns to manufacture
the medicines.

Attacking the Centre for
sending central team to visit the

alleged violence-hit areas of the
State Banerjee said “at a time
when the country is fighting a
pandemic here are some people
busy doing politics sending
central teams to states.” 

She wondered “why this
central team is going to BJP
families only and why they are
not going to other victims if any
… this team has been sent to
create violence in the State.”
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Amid speculation about who
would take charge as the

Leader of Opposition or for
that matter whether the post
should be given to a man with
RSS background the BJP on
Monday nominated Suvendu
Adhikari on the post.

“Suvendu Adhikari was
chosen unanimously as the
Leader of the Opposition and
his name was proposed by our
senior leader Mukul Roy,” 
State party president Dilip
Ghosh said. The selection of
Adhikari was done in the pres-

ence of Union Law Minister
Ravi Shankar Prasad.

Appointment of Adhikari a
TMC turncoat who left that
party a few months before the
election to join the BJP and
defeated Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee from
Nandigram seat took place
after much inner rumbling
sources said.

After being nominated to
the post Adhikari said, “I will
act constitutionally,” adding
his first priority would be to
work for the 
pandemic and save the lives of
the victims of post-electoral
violence.
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CHENNAI: Chief Minister
Muthuvel Karunanidhi Stalin
has cracked the whip to flatten the
corona curve in Tamil Nadu. To
begin with he has ordered the
opening of 12 Sidha Covid Care
Centres across the State follow-
ing the findings of a Chennai
based scientist that a Sidhaa
herbal preparation has the poten-
tial to counter Covid-19 virus.

M Subramanian, Medical
and Family Welfare Minister
dedicated to the people a 240-bed
exclusive Sidha Centre in
Chennai metropolis on Sunday.

The Chief Minister has asked
his council of ministers as well as
bureaucrats not to leave any
stones unturned in their search
for a solution to check the spread
of the pandemic in its second
coming.

Stalin took notice of the pos-
itive signals from Ministry of
Ayush which gave green signal to
the use of Kabasura Kudineer , a
Sidha poly herbal preparation in
the treatment of Covid-19.

“The Chief Minister is of the
view that opening of Sidha hos-
pitals would bring down the
pressure on tertiary hospitals. Not
all patients require oxygen sup-
port,” said Subramanian.

The move to go for Sidha
Care Centres comes at a time
when a Chennai based scientist
along with his colleagues in
South Korea and Ethiopia suc-

cessfully established the efficacy
of  Kabasura Kudineer in neu-
tralising viral infections that
cause SARS or Covid.

Prof Savariar Vincent, former
dean of Research, Loyola College,
Chennai, S Arokyaraj (Sejong
University, Seoul), M Saravanan
(Mekelle University, Ethiopia)
and Manoj Dhanraj through a
painstaking research found out
that Kabasura Kudineer is effec-
tive against fever, cough, sore-
throat and shortness of breath
(similar to SARS-CoV2-like
symptoms).

“We established by a process
known as molecular docking
that the main compounds from
Kabasura Kudineer plants inhib-
it Covid -19 giving the better
energy score compared to syn-
thetic drugs,” said Prof Vincent
who led and integrated the
research operations that took
place in laboratories spread across
India, South Korea and 
Ethiopia.

He said that 145 phyto-com-
pounds from Kabasura Kudineer
were subjected to research. “This
study hypothesizes that a group
of compounds from KK may
exert its antiviral properties
against novel coronavirus SARS-
CoV-2 by either blocking the host
cell receptor or inhibiting the key
viral protease required for its
replication in the host cell,” Prof
Vincent told The Pioneer. PNS
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KOCHI: Three days of total lockdown has slightly improved
the pandemic situation in Kerala. On Monday, the State diag-
nosed 27,487 persons with Covid-19 while 65 deaths were report-
ed during the period ending 6 pm. “But the number of people
tested on Monday was limited to 99,748 and this could be the
reason for the small reduction in Test Positivity Rate to 27.56
per cent,” said Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan in his media brief-
ing.

Vijayan said there were 4,19, 726 Covid-19 patients under-
going treatment in the State as on Monday. He continued blam-
ing the Centre for its reluctance to provide oxygen, vaccine and
financial help  to Kerala. Thiruvananthapuram  had highest num-
ber of Covid patients on Monday (3,494).

Severe shortage of medical professionals including doctors
is causing severe stress to the medical fraternity in Kerala, accord-
ing to  Kerala Government Medical Officers Association, the
umbrella organization of all the Government doctors in the State.

The Association has sent an urgent communication to Chief
Minister Pinarayi Vijayan listing the grievances faced by
Government hospitals, first line covid treatment centers and  pri-
mary health centers in Kerala.  The list of shortcomings high-
lighted by the KGMOA is shocking and explains the danger-
ous conditions under which the doctors, nurses and para med-
ical staff in the State work.

“The Government should appoint doctors, nurses and other
medical professionals as per the nationally accepted doctors to
patients ratio. If this is not done immediately, the public health
system in the State would break down,” said the memorandum
signed by the president and secretary of  the Association.

The doctors demand the setting up of domiciliary care cen-
ters  and step down Covid First Line Treatment Centers in pan-
chayat and block levels. “These centers could be manned by
health professionals other than doctors and could be used to
accommodate the category-one patients who do not require the
physical presence of doctors,” said the doctors. Such centers could
make use of tele consultation. The KGMOA also called for the
setting up of 24X7 call centers making use of the retired
Government doctors.

They pointed out that the number of health workers get-
ting infected with Covid-19 is high in the State.  PNS
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Edappadi Palaniswamy was
elected as the leader of the

AIADMK legislature party in a
meeting held at the party head-
quarters at Chennai on Monday.
Though there was no official
word about the mode of elec-
tion, party sources said 55 out
of the 66 MLAs supported
Palaniswamy while O
Panneerselvam could manage
the support of only a handful of
MLAs.

Though Panneerselvam
had proposed the name of P
Dhanapal, Speaker of the out-
going legislature Assembly for
the post, he was shouted down.
With his election as leader of the
AIADMK legislature party,
Palaniswamy became Leader
of the Opposition in the Tamil
Nadu Legislative Assembly.
Signals of resentment were vis-
ible immediately after the elec-
tion of Palaniswamy. A grime
faced Panneerselvam stormed
out of the party headquarters
and was seen speeding away in
his swanky limousine. The look
on the face of Panneerselvam
gave enough indications of dis-
contentment and Palaniswamy
is in for troubles from various
corners in the AIADMK.
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Jammu: Even though the pos-
itivity rate across Jammu &
Kashmir on Monday dropped
down marginally below 10 per-
cent for the first time in the
recent days but high mortality
rate,especially in Jammu dis-
trict, remained one of the
biggest worries for health
administrators pooling in all
possible resources to treat
patients. 

The positivity rate on
Monday stood at 9.8 percent.
On Sunday the positivity rate
recorded was 10.68 percent. 

On Monday, 56 more
patients succumbed to the
deadly virus, 39 from Jammu

region and 17 from Kashmir
while 3614 patients tested pos-
itive for coronavirus taking
the tally of active positive cases
to 49,951.

According to the media
bulletin, out of 3614 new pos-
itive cases of novel Coronavirus
(Covid-19), 1496 were report-
ed from Jammu division and
2118 from Kashmir division.

Moreover, 2855 more
Covid-19 patients have recov-
ered and discharged from var-
ious hospitals including 1070
from Jammu Division and 1785
from Kashmir Division.

According to the media
bulletin, out of 220546 positive

cases, 49951 are Active Positive,
167813 have recovered and
2782 have died; 1210 in Jammu
division and 1572 in Kashmir
division.

Meanwhile, Principal &
Dean Government Medical
College Jammu and Associated
Hospitals, Dr Shashi Sudhan
Sharma Monday urged the
public to cooperate with the

health system amidst the rising
challenge of Covid-19.

“The pandemic has come
as an unprecedented and
unforeseen challenge for all of
us and especially the health fra-
ternity. The prime need is to
build trust between the public
and the health system”, the
GMC Principal said. ‘With the
number of Covid-19 patients
increasing, the administration
is also ramping up facilities,
equipment, infrastructure
besides increasing the number
of frontline workers. 

The GMC Principal
expressed empathy for the
patients and their families fac-

ing hardship and said that the
Jammu Medical College
Hospital has increased the
number of critical care beds
and is treating more than 700
critical Covid patients, while
patients with mild and mod-
erate symptoms are being
looked after at Covid health
Centres and Covid Care
Centres. She also expressed
concern over the high positiv-
ity rate observed while testing,
saying that the high positivity
rate also underlines the greater
need for adopting Covid appro-
priate behaviour for saving
oneself as well as saving the
lives of our loved ones. PNS
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The CRPF has identified
about 8,500 personnel who

have not taken the first dose of
Covid-19 vaccine and sought to
expeditiously vaccinate them.
The remaining over 3,15,000
personnel have been given the
jabs.

The details have emerged
following a review of the vacci-
nations in the ranks of the
Central Reserve Police Force
(CRPF) earlier this month dur-
ing which it was found that a
total of 8,441 personnel across
the formations have still not
been administered the first dose
of the Covid-19 vaccine.
Another 16 persons of the CRPF
Directorate here have not been
given the first dose and 57 per-
sonnel have not taken the sec-
ond dose of the vaccine.

Director General of CRPF,
Kuldiep Singh has decided to
personally monitor the progress
of the pending cases of vacci-
nations.

Further, the Force has decid-
ed to undertake a headcount of
all pending cases and trace all

the personnel who are away on
leave/temporary duty attach-
ments.

The paramilitary head-
quarters has directed all the for-
mations and medical direc-
torates to personally contact
the personnel over telephone
and plans for vaccinating should
be made accordingly, officials
said. It has also sought a break
up of pending cases in the area
of operations of various forma-
tions and offices.

For those personnel who
have not received the vaccine
shots on the ground of comor-
bidity, they should be advised to
undergo laboratory test CRP (C-
reactive protein quantitative). If
the reports of CRP are on the
higher side in normal range or
it is above normal range, vacci-
nation of that comorbid person
should be avoided and the
patient should be treated vigor-
ously for the illness so that the
CRP test comes in normal range.

When the CRPF test read-
ing comes in normal range after
treatment, vaccination can be
carried out in consultation with
the physician, they said. ‘
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For the first time in more
than a month, the “active

cases” in Pune – which is the
worst Covid-19 affected city in
Maharashtra – dropped below
one lakh mark on Monday,
even as the daily deaths in
Maharashtra dropped further
to 549 and infections dipped to
37,236.

In a relief to the state health
authorities, the “active cases” in
Pune – which is the worst
Covid-19 affected city in
Maharashtra – dropped from
1,00,316  to 97,593.

The development came on
a day when Pune recorded 10
new deaths and 4,685 new
infections. While the total
deaths in Pune went up from
10,049 to 10,059, the total case-
load climbed from 9,26,124 to
9,30,809.   

Currently, Pune  has the
highest caseload of   9,30,809,

while Mumbai's total number
of infections is 6,77,412,  fol-
lowed among other districts  by
Thane (5,38,963), Nagpur
(4,66,959), Nashik (3,53,279)
nd Ahmednagar 
( 2,06,629).    

It may be recalled that on
April 9, the “active cases” in
Pune had breached a grim
landmark of one lakh, as an
alarming 10,083 cases were
reported on that day to take
caseload in that city to 1,00,051.

Meanwhile, the Covid-19
graph showed a downward
trend  in Maharashtra for the
second consecutive day on
Monday, as the daily deaths
came down further from to 549
while the infections dipped to
37,236.

A day after the State record-
ed 572 fatalities and 48,401 new
cases, the deaths came down to
549, while the infections
dropped by 11,165 to register a
daily caseload of 37,236.

With 549 new deaths, the
total number of deaths in the
state climbed from  75,849 to
76,398. Similarly, with 37,236
new infections, the total num-
ber of cases rose from 51,01,737
to 51,38,973.

As 61,607 patients were
discharged from the hospitals
across the State after full recov-
ery, the total number of people
discharged from the hospitals
since the second week of March
last year went up from
44,07,818 to 44,69,425. The
recovery rate in the state went
up from 86.04 per cent to 46.95
per cent.

The total “active cases” in
the state dropped from 6,15,783
to 5,90,818 cases. The fatality
rate in the state stood static at
1.49 per cent.

With 74 fresh deaths, the
Covid-19 toll in Mumbai
increased from 13781 to 13,855,
while the infected cases went up
by 1732 to trigger a jump in the

infections from 6,75,630 to
6,77,412.

While Pune accounted for
a maximum 97,593  “active
cases” in the State, Nagpur
stood second 56,458, followed
by Mumbai with 47,054, )
Nashik (34,755), Thane
(34,185), Ahmednagar
(23,661), Solapur (23,028),
Satara (22,463),  Chandrapur
(22,265),   Beed (15,586),
Jalgaon (13,711), Aurangabad
(12594), Latur (12,085),
Parbhani (11,010), Osmanabad
(7568), Jalna (7015),  Bhandara
(6122), Buldhana (5687),
Nanded (5487) and Nandurbar
(3395).

Of the 2,96, 31,127 samples
sent to laboratories, 51,38,973
have tested positive (17.34 per
cent) for Covid-19 until
Monday.

Currently, 36,70,320 people
are in home quarantine while
26,664 people are in institu-
tional quarantine.

Panaji: Goa Chief Minister Pramod
Sawant on Monday expressed dis-
pleasure after a village panchayat in
North Goa refused to cremate the
remains of a local resident who had
died of Covid-19 infection.

Speaking virtually to elected rep-
resentatives of village panchayats and
municipalities from across Goa,
Sawant said the village panchayats and
municipalities should cooperate with
people during the pandemic crisis.

"I felt bad on Sunday. The Bastora
sarpanch and villagers refused to cre-
mate the body of a local resident.
Where was he from? Was he not from
the same panchayat (jurisdiction)?"
Sawant added.

On Sunday, relatives of the
deceased victim Ashok Naik had
alleged that the Bastora village pan-
chayat had refused permission to cre-
mate him as he had died from Covid-
19. The body was later taken to
another cremation ground where the
final rites were performed.

According to Ranjit Usgaonkar,
the panchayat was not involved in the
decision to refuse cremation of the
deceased Covid-19 patient.

"We do not know who has refused
to cremate Ashok Naik. The panchayat
does not take such a decision. The
decision is taken by the local temple
committee. There could be a misun-
derstanding among the victim's rela-
tives," Usgaonkar said. IANS
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Reduced testing during the preceding 24
hours saw Andhra Pradesh report less-

er numbers on Monday. Compared to
around 1 lakh samples that are usually test-
ed every day, only 60,124 samples were
tested, and 14,986 new cases were detect-
ed during the 24 hours, ending 9 am
Monday.

For the past few days, the State has
been consistently reporting daily covid tal-
lies above 20,000.

There was a relative dip in the num-
ber of deaths reported on Monday, as 84
people succumbed to the pandemic. In
comparison, the death toll on Sunday was
93.

The fresh fatalities pushed the State's
cumulative death toll to 8,791, while the
cumulative tally of covid cases in the state
climbed to 13,02,589.

On Monday, one district reported
covid numbers in excess of 2,000, while six
districts reported above 1,000 cases each,
and the remaining six districts had three-
digit tallies.

East Godavari reported the highest
tally of 2,352 cases. Other districts with
high numbers include Visakhapatnam
(1,618), Guntur (1575), Chittoor (1543),
Nellore (1432), Srikakulam (1298), and
YSR Kadapa (1224).

East Godavari and Guntur districts
accounted for maximum deaths of 12
deaths, while YSR Kadapa reported the
lowest death toll of 2.

The State has so far conducted
1,74,28,059 tests.

Monday also saw 16,167 people recov-
ering from the virus. The cumulative num-
ber of recoveries has gone up to 11,04,431.

The number of active cases in the State
now stands at 1,89,367. 

&�#��	�������	��8�	�����	��	
��#��	�����	�����	��	%�����	

Chennai: Puducherry Chief minister N Rangasamy tested Covid positive and has been
admitted to a private hospital in Chennai according to Puducherry Lieutenant Governor
Dr Tamilsai Soundararajan's office.

Rangasamy, who was sworn in as Chief minister of Puducherry on May 7 tested
positive on Sunday evening after a test at the Indira Gandhi Government Medical College
hospital, Puducherry. He left for Chennai to get treatment and was admitted to a pri-
vate hospital.

All the public programmes of the Chief minister stand cancelled.
Rangasamy is the leader of the All India NR Congress( AINRC) and led the NDA

to victory in the recent elections. The AINRC won 10 seats while its coalition partner
BJP got 6 seats. Independents garnered 6 seats, DMK 6 seats and the Indian National
Congress won 2 seats. IANS
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was seemingly unaware that
even in the tragedy that was
Partition, the fledgling
Government of the time
utilised the military to estab-
lish the Military Evacuation
Organisation to coordinate
the movement of all refugees
and helped them reach their
destinations in relative safety.

In complete contrast,
despite the grave nature of the
threat confronting the
Government, the military
remained a mere bystander,
utilised for such “critical” tasks
as serenading hospital staff
and other frontline workers by
showering hospitals and police
memorials with flowers from
helicopters! Even now, there are
allegations that the military has
been used to establish field hos-
pitals in the constituencies of
a few VIP politicians.

Clearly, in hindsight, it
was not our systems and
processes in place to deal with
just such a contingency that
were found wanting, as Kerala
showed us, but the lackadaisi-
cal approach of most Ministers
and bureaucrats whose respon-
sibility it was to ensure their
implementation. They, in their
wisdom, or rather the lack of
it, treated the NDMA’s detailed
guidelines and SOPs with con-
tempt, leaving it to their min-

ions to handle the problems.
Inherent arrogance and a

belief that we had put the pan-
demic behind us ensured that
the Narendra Modi
Government took its eyes off
the ball, even going so far as to
ignore advice, received in early
March from its own advisory
group, on the likelihood of a
second wave impacting us with
even more ferocity. As a result,
it didn’t bother to make up for
the infrastructural and proce-
dural deficiencies observed
earlier but, worse, refused to
hold accountable for acts of
omission and commission
those responsible for the laps-
es and delays that led to unnec-
essary and avoidable deaths of
thousands. In short, it was a
Government more focused on
garnering power and prestige
than ensuring the well-being of
its citizens. An uncaring civil
society, a divided and defunct
Opposition spearheaded by a
party in the death throes and a
pro-Government media pre-
ferred to remain silent on these
issues. By doing so, we enabled
them to cover up their mis-
deeds and perpetuate false nar-
ratives and bold- faced lies.

While Modi may have
excellent reasons for not ven-
turing outside his bio-bubble at
the Race Course Road, prefer-

ring to lead from within, he
should note that leaders need
to be seen, otherwise they are
redundant. Interestingly, such
an absence in a war zone on the
part of a military leader would
result in his immediate
removal from command, prob-
ably on grounds of incompe-
tence, if not sheer cowardice.

Whatever the spin this
Government may attempt to
push, Modi has been com-
pletely shorn off all the gloss
and charisma he earlier pro-
jected. His unwillingness to
take responsibility for the
disaster implies that he lacks
the moral fibre. The question
that arises is if he will do the
right thing and fall upon his
sword. One way or the other,
we will know the answer
soon. But let us be totally clear
that his reputation is done and
dusted, forever connected to
his handling of the pandem-
ic and what it has wrought. As
the Bard, insightful as ever,
wrote: “The evil that men do
lives after them; the good is
oft interred with their bones.”

(The writer is a military
veteran, who is a Visiting Fellow
with the Observer Research
Foundation and Senior Visiting
Fellow with The Peninsula
Foundation, Chennai. The
views expressed are personal.)
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Despite the darkness
and the chaos that
currently engulf us,
one can say with cer-

tainty that this, too, shall pass.
Undoubtedly, the cost has been
tragically unconscionable, and
nothing could have prepared us
for the trauma and heartbreak
that confronts us on a daily basis. 

The fact is that we had
expected to be overwhelmed by
the pandemic’s impact during
the first wave, given the state of
our health infrastructure and the
Government’s apathy. Especially,
since the latter’s complete focus
was on Donald Trump’s visit, the
opposition to the Citizen’s
Amendment Act and the Delhi
riots. For reasons that we still do
not fully understand, that did
not happen and we got away
lightly, believing for some reason
that our generally poor standard
of hygiene and prevalence of dis-
ease had made us immune to the
virus. Clearly a combination of
inverse snobbery, arrogance and
complacency gripped us, allow-
ing us to forsake common sense
and ignore basic science in an
effort to quickly regain our pre-
pandemic lives.

Suffice it to say, the handling
of the first wave by those man-
dated to do so was apathetic in
the initial stages and panic-
stricken subsequently, especially
after they saw it decimate Europe,
the US and South America. We
locked ourselves in, at a moment’s
notice, without any consideration
for our less fortunate brethren,
the daily wage earners, whose
livelihoods disappeared
overnight. The inability of the
State to anticipate the conse-
quences or mitigate their suffer-
ing resulted in the largest migra-
tion of population seen since
Partition. The migrants attempt-
ed to get back to the safety of their
villages, treks on foot involving
thousands of kilometres for some.

To compound their misery,
the Centre as well as most State
Governments responded, as the
Governments here invariably
do, with inherent savagery, total-
ly bereft of empathy or compas-
sion. As a result, thousands died
by the wayside. The Government
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Sir — Prime Minister Narendra Modi
faces growing criticism across the political
spectrum for holding large election rallies
as the country’s health system reels under
the deadly wave of COVID-19, forcing the
citizens to beg for oxygen and hospital beds.
Modi, at a campaign rally in West Bengal,
said he has never seen such huge crowds at
any event.  Leaders of key States lashed out
at Modi as the Congress and the Left called
off campaigning in West Bengal due to the
virus surge. Maharashtra Chief Minister
Uddhav Thackeray, whose State includes
India’s financial centre, tried calling Modi
to address the shortages of oxygen and the
drug Remdesivir  but was told the PM was
too busy addressing rallies. India now has
the world’s fastest-growing COVID-19
caseload, leaving it behind only the US in
terms of total numbers.

The growing gap between Modi’s opti-
mism in fighting the virus and the reality
on the ground is particularly evident in
Delhi, among the worst hit in India. 

Bhagwan Thadani | Mumbai

�������	��������������������������������
Sir — Considering the COVID-19 pandem-
ic, degree colleges and universities have
resorted to complete online methods of con-
ducting semester examinations. They also
believe that online examinations are the way
forward because the pandemic has made it
difficult to conduct offline examinations. In
addition, the use of advanced technology
and digital software has made it easier to
conduct examinations virtually, do complete
assessment and declare results faster. Till
now, degree colleges conducted the last two
semester examinations online after the
COVID-19 pandemic hit India in March,
2020. Currently, degree colleges, the
University of Mumbai (MU) and major uni-
versities in Maharashtra are conducting the
final-year last semester examinations online.

With the second wave of COVID-19
lashing the country, the Government has
closed the schools and colleges to contain
the spread of the virus. Classes are suspend-
ed and examinations are either cancelled or

postponed indefinitely. The new academic
year which began late, but with lots of hopes
for the students, was disrupted once again.
The online education has once again
acquired a new urgency during this period.   

C K Subramaniam | Mumbai 

�����		��������	��������������
Sir —  This refers to the editorial ‘Fair deal?’
(May 10). The elevation of Himanta
Biswa Sarma as the Chief Minister of
Assam has been an inevitable choice for
the BJP’s top brass. Ever since he crossed
over to the BJP from the Congress in 2014,
he has been instrumental in increasing the
BJP’s footprint not just in Assam but
throughout the Northeast. As the conven-
er of the North East Democratic Alliance,
Sarma has been BJP’s main troubleshoot-
er and strategist in the region. Even when
the party in Assam was hit by anti-CAA

protests and COVID crisis last year, it was
Sarma who was at the forefront of navi-
gating the troubled waters for BJP.

With a huge political clout, Sarma has
played a big role in changing the political
calculus of Assam by engineering an unspo-
ken electoral alliance between Assamese and
Bengali Hindu voters of the State. All of this
has seen Sarma achieve a bigger stature than
Sonowal in Assam. And with most new
MLAs in BJP supporting Sarma, it would
have been risky for the party central lead-
ership to overlook him for the CM’s post.

However, Sarma takes over at a chal-
lenging time for Assam. With the rising
number of cases, Sarma clearly has his task
cut out and must hit the ground running. 

N Sadhasiva Reddy | Bengaluru  
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In yet another attempt to improve the power sec-
tor, the Modi   Government has come up with
a new draft National Electricity Policy (NEP),

the major objectives being to promote clean ener-
gy such as power based on renewable and gas with-
out debunking coal; revitalise power distribution
companies (discoms) and developing an efficient
market for electricity distribution. 

All the three objectives are laudable. These are
crucial to development of an efficient, competi-
tive and sustainable power sector to meet the needs
of the economy on a high growth trajectory while
at the same time, meeting the environment goals
(especially India’s commitments under the Paris
Agreement on Climate Change). What is being
done on ground zero to achieve these goals?     

At present, India has a total generation capac-
ity of about 360 GW (one gigawatt equals 1000
megawatts or MW) including 63 per cent based
on fossil fuels, of which coal alone accounts for 54
per cent and nearly 22 per cent based on renew-
able energy, viz., solar, wind, bio-mass, small hydro,
etc. and gas-based capacity accounting for anoth-
er seven per cent. However, only 50 per cent of this
installed capacity is currently utilised. 

This has to do with indiscriminate setting up
of capacity on coal (to some extent on gas) much
before Prime Minister Narendra Modi started giv-
ing a boost to the renewable energy sector. Many
of those plants were set up without ascertaining
whether or not power produced by them would
find any takers (the promoters could not even sign
power purchase agreements or PPAs) while oth-
ers did not even have fuel supply tie-ups (several
gas-based plants fall in this category). Many coal-
based plants have been impacted by availability of
much cheaper power, at about �2.4 per unit from
renewable-based plants (against �5 to � 66 per unit
from coal) prompting Discoms not to buy power
from the former. In turn, renewable-based plants
are affected as some State Governments (for
instance, Andhra Pradesh) are not honoring
PPAs. 

Meanwhile, Modi has more than doubled the
original goal of renewable-based power capacity
from 175 GW by 2022 to 450 GW by 2030.

The current capacity being 80 GW, to reach
the scaled up target, the country will need to add
370 GW. Plus an additional 50 GW from coal-
based projects already under implementation, the
total capacity will go up to 780 GW by 2030.
Against this, the projected demand being about 320
GW (on the basis of an average six per cent annu-
al Gross Domestic Product  growth), this would
imply utilisation of mere 40 per cent. 

The Government should avoid over-ambitious
targets which will result in gross under utilisation
or even scrapping assets already created. 

It overarching focus should be on ensuring
optimum utilisation of every megawatt of capac-
ity created and viability of all efficiently run power
generation plants. This brings us to the second
objective, namely revitalising Discoms. In this
regard, the Modi Government has taken numer-
ous steps, the latest being the �300,000 crore elec-
tricity distribution reform program unveiled by the
Finance Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman, in the
Union Budget for 2021-22. 

Christened ‘Reforms-Linked, Result-Based
Scheme for Distribution’ (RLRBSD), the scheme

sets targets for losses and efficien-
cy of Discoms. The aggregate tech-
nical and commercial (AT&C) loss-
es and shortfall in the average rev-
enue realisation (ARR) from the sale
of electricity vis-a-vis the average
cost of supply (ACS) or the ACS-
ARR gap are major causes behind
the losses of Discoms and their
financial stress. Accordingly, the
scheme aims at reducing AT&C
losses to 12-15 per cent and ACS-
ARR gap to ‘nil’ by 2025.

When viewed in the backdrop
of Ujwal DISCOM Assurance
Yojana (UDAY), launched in
November 2015, wherein the targets
were missed by a huge margin, this
scheme does not inspire. Under
UDAY, Discoms were required to
reduce AT&C losses from 20.7 per
cent during 2015-16 to 15 per cent
by 2018-19. Further, they were to
reduce the ACS-ARR gap from
�0.59 per unit during 2015-16 to
‘zero’ by 2018-19. 

Simultaneously, the
Government gave them a financial
restructuring package (FRP) under
which their entire debt of about
�400,000 crore 

was condoned. This led to a dra-
matic impact on their losses which
declined from �52,000 crore during
2015-16 to a low of �17,000 crore
during 2017-18. However, Discoms
did little to set their house in order. 

During 2019-20, their AT&C
losses were 18.9 per cent against the
15 per cent target for 2018-19. The
ACS-ARR gap during 2019-20,
stood at �0.42 per unit against tar-
get of ‘zero’ for 2018-19.

During 2020-21, discoms
reported a staggering loss of �58,000

crore.
Correspondingly, their debt gal-

loped to about �450,000 crore by the
end of 2020-21 and is estimated to
reach �600,000 crore mark by the
end of current fiscal. The collater-
al damage is a pile-up of their dues
to power generators to over
�150,000 crore (current). This is
despite a special loan of �90,000
crore promised by Nirmala
Sitharaman under ‘Atmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan’ in May 2020 (the
loan amount has since been raised
to �130,000 crore). 

Against this backdrop, the lat-
est talk, of achieving those targets
which should have been achieved by
2018-19 by March 2025 under
RLRBSD, is laughable.

At the root of persistent and
increasing losses of Discoms are the
orders issued by State Governments
to sell electricity to some preferred
consumers viz., poor households
and farmers, either at a fraction of
the cost of purchase, transmission
and distribution, or even free. On
the units sold to these groups, these
companies incur colossal under-
recovery. This is aggravated by
AT&C losses - most of it plain theft.

Inflated tariff allowed to gener-
ators under purchase agreements
adds to the revenue shortfall. Unless,
these three fundamental factors are
addressed, any other attempt to revi-
talise Discoms - as intended in the
NEP - will be a non-starter. 

As for developing an efficient
market for electricity distribution -
as promised in the policy - it is eas-
ier said than done. When an over-
whelming share of power generat-
ed in the country is procured by

Discoms under PPAs (mostly under
long-term contracts), distributed
by them at tariff controlled by
States/owners of Discoms (regula-
tory commissions merely approve
what is proposed by them) and a
mere five per cent of the electricity
is traded, it will take ages before one
can hope to see ‘efficient’ and ‘com-
petitive’ markets.            

Meanwhile, under the draft
Electricity (Amendment) Bill, 2021,
in sync with the intent to develop an
efficient market under NEP, Modi
Government proposes to de-license
the distribution business, bring in
competition, and give the con-
sumer power to choose supplier. If
only the States give subsidies direct-
ly to farmers and households, rein
in power theft and improve efficien-
cies in purchase, wheeling and dis-
tribution,  will help in revitalising
the Discoms.

In view of the entire distribution
network viz., transmission lines,
feeder lines, transformers etc that
caters to households, industries etc
in an area being owned and con-
trolled by the Discoms, any talk of
letting private license is a mis-
nomer. Instead of indulging in such
rhetoric, Modi will do well to get
States resolve the basics. 

If only the States give subsidies
directly to farmers and households
(instead of riding piggy back on
Discoms), rein in power theft and
improve efficiencies in purchase,
wheeling and distribution,  this will
help in revitalising the Discoms and
also give relief to industries which
are currently paying exorbitant
charges for cross-subsidising the
preferred customers.
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The recent Assembly elec-
tion results reflect more
than politics. Indian vot-

ers have larger issues and
economy is at the core of
their concern. Tamil Nadu,
Kerala and West Bengal have
separately endorsed a new
economic course for the
nation. 

The eastern State defi-
nitely remains at the centre of
attention. A hawai-chappal
wearing and white sari-clad
Mamata Banerjee has virtual-
ly challenged the dazzling
development model that has
put India’s public sector on sale
and is engaged in a visual
extravaganza of over �30,000
crore (in reality possibly over
�50,000 crore) to change
Delhi’s central vista. Nobody
explains why that should be a
priority instead of creating a
strong healthcare sector and
hospitals capable of producing
their own oxygen. 

Populist largesse of
Mamata for women, youth
and Duare sarkar
(Government at the doorstep),
the Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (DMK’s) welfare
policies in Tamil Nadu or the
Left alliance in Kerala, when
studied closely, virtually
refutes the “aggressive priva-
tised development” model of
the Centre. All these States
have voted against farm Bills
that seek to create large house
monopolies, junk scrapping
policy of poor man’s vehicles,
high fuel prices, fares, tolls,
taxes and so-called user
charges. The vote endorses
that the country has more
poverty to address than create
cosmetic central vista that
serves none but a few, big cor-
porate houses. They have
together rejected
‘Manmohanomics’ — that
ended up in a political disas-
ter for its proponent, the

Congress, and its follower, the
BJP. The people are pitted
against the disinvestment of
prime banks, LIC, financial
institutions, defence establish-
ments and others with a target
of  �1.75 lakh crore in 2021-
22. This is lower than �2.1 lakh
crore it hoped to garner
through divestment in 2020-
21; an admission of failure of
the Government bid. This
failed economic concept is
rejected now by the voters.

While in Tamil Nadu the
change was inevitable, Kerala
not very surprisingly voted for
the Left front, following peo-
ple’s perception that the
Government was delivering.
The voters equally perceived
that the Congress-led UDF
was incapable of opposing the
BJP’s onslaught for privatisa-
tion, now a national concern.
So, the LDF has returned with
a bigger mandate.

The massive vote surge in

West Bengal for the Trinamool
Congress was not possible if
the people did not perceive the
Centre’s economic policies as
a grave threat. The Left-
Congress, the TMC and even
a section of the BJP voted for
economic policy changes that,
ironically, Mamata Banerjee
symbolises. The 47.93 per cent
votes for TMC up from 43.3
per cent in 2019 and reduced
numbers of votes for BJP to
38.13 per cent from 40.2 per

cent in 2019 says a lot. The loss
of all other parties was a gain
for the TMC. It has also bust-
ed the myth that West Bengal
votes along communal lines.
The wash out of the Left and
Congress for its alliance with
the highly communalised ISF
is enough testimony. This also
proves that West Bengal votes
for social and economic issues
and rejects any polarisation,
barring some exceptions,
either for Furfura or Ram.
Another noticeable aspect is
the vote for Netaji Subhas
Chandra Bose whose anniver-
sary the BJP celebrated as
Parakaram Diwas and
Mamata as Deshnayak Diwas. 

Surprisingly, nobody
pointed out this incongruity
which Mamata aptly encashed
with a heightened nationalis-
tic presentation - a message
went out strong that the
Centre is not only disrespect-
ful to Netaji, but is also blatant-

ly promoting some private
houses. No wonder that some
days later the Rafael bribery
charge revived as an issue fol-
lowing a French Government
exposure. India is not against
private companies. Many have
contributed significantly;
many enjoy people’s trust and
have set standards. The nation,
however, is against overt dom-
ineering by any group. The
present elections have exposed
that. The country wants pri-
vatisation neither at the cost of
the public sector nor does it
want to get it enslaved to any
private player. 

In the UP’s panchayat elec-
tions, the BJP gets only 580
against Samajwadi Party (SP)
782, Bahujan Samaj Party(BSP)
361, Congress’ 61 and 1266
others. So, will this election
lead to an overt cry for eco-
nomic changes? The rightist
centrist party is too inclined
towards the corporates and

may not bring about the
changes. But the opposition
though too has its corporate
connections and may try to
forge an alliance to clinch a
political change. Its leader-
ship is not yet obvious.
Mamata may emerge as one
but her all-India acceptability
may not be easy.

Some like Akhilesh Yadav
have spoken for her. Either
way, a change of guard may be
inevitable. The combine would
have to come out with a new
economic policy - against pri-
vatisation and for strengthen-
ing the people’s economy; one
may call it socialist or by any
other name. It has to be con-
trary to a centrist, aggressive
privatisation that the present
rulers are trying to dispense.
India is at the threshold of an
economic and political change.
It may gel before the Uttar
Pradesh Assembly elections
next year.
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Kathmandu: Nepal Prime
Minister K P Sharma Oli lost a
trust vote in the House of
Representatives on Monday,
in a fresh setback to the embat-
tled premier seeking to tight-
en his grip on power after the
CPN (Maoist Centre) led by
Pushpakamal Dahal
‘Prachanda' withdrew support
to his government.

Prime Minister Oli secured
93 votes in the lower house of
parliament during a special
session convened on the direc-
tives of President Bidya Devi
Bhandari.

Oli, 69, required at least
136 votes in the 275-member
House of Representatives to
win the confidence motion as
four members are currently
under suspension. 

A total of 124 members
voted against the confidence
motion while 15 members
stayed neutral, Speaker Agni
Sapkota announced. The ses-
sion was attended by 232 law-
makers.

“As the votes cast in favour
of the motion fell short to

achieve a majority of the exist-
ing strength of the House of
Representatives, I hereby
declare that the prime minis-
ter's motion to seek a vote of
confidence has been rejected,”
Sapkota announced before
adjourning the House.

With this, Prime Minister
Oli is automatically relieved
from his post as per Article 100
(3).

Some 28 Lawmakers
belonging to Oli's rival faction
led by Madhav Nepal-Jhala
Nath Khanal abstained during
the voting.

The main Opposition
Nepali Congress and the
Communist Party of Nepal
(Maoist Centre), which control
61 and 49 votes, respectively,
voted against Oli's trust
motion.

The Janata Samajbadi
Party, which has 32 votes, how-
ever, was divided. The
Mahantha Thakur-led faction
stayed neutral while the
Upendra Yadav-led group
voted against Oli.

After its alliance Nepal

Communist Party Maoist
Centre led by Prachanda with-
drew its support to the gov-
ernment last week, Oli's gov-
ernment was reduced to a
minority one.

After losing the Vote of
Confidence, the Prime Minister
is automatically removed from
his post and now the new
coalition government will be
formed as per the constitu-
tional process, said senior
Nepali Congress leader Prakash
Man Singh.

Senior leader of CPN-
Maoist Ganesh Shah said that
Oli should immediately resign
from the post and pave way for
the formation of an alternative
government.

The CPN-Maoist will join
hands with the Nepali
Congress and other parties
who voted against Oli to form
a coalition government at the
earliest, he said.

Meanwhile, Nepali
Congress president Sher
Bahadur Deuba, CPN-Maoist
Centre chairman Pushpakamal
Dahal “Prachanda” and
Chairman of Janata Samajwadi
Party Upendra Yadav have
issued a joint statement urging
President Bhandari to start the
process of forming an alterna-
tive government after Oli's
defeat. 

“We call upon President
Bhandari to initiate the process
of appointment of a new prime
minister as per article 76 sub-
clause 2 of the constitution,” the
joint statement said. There is a
provision in the Article 76
sub-clause 2 of the constitution
to form a coalition government
with the help of two or more
political parties representing in
the House.

Nepal plunged into a polit-
ical crisis on December 20 last

year after President Bhandari
dissolved the House and
announced fresh elections on
April 30 and May 10 at the rec-
ommendation of Prime
Minister 

Oli, amidst a tussle for
power within the ruling Nepal
Communist Party (NCP).

Oli's move to dissolve the
House sparked protests from a
large section of the NCP led by
his rival 'Prachanda'.   

In February, the apex court
reinstated the dissolved House
of Representatives, in a setback
to Oli who was preparing for
snap polls.

Oli repeatedly defended
his move to dissolve the House
of Representatives, saying some
leaders of his party were
attempting to form a “parallel
government”.

Oli, who joined politics as
a student activist in his teenage
and spent 14 years in jail for
opposing the now-abolished
monarchy, became Nepal's
Prime Minister for a second
time in 2018 as a joint candi-
date of the Left alliance. PTI
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Jerusalem: Israeli police firing
tear gas, stun grenades and rub-
ber bullets clashed with stone-
throwing Palestinians at a flash-
point Jerusalem holy site on
Monday, the latest in a series of
confrontations that threatened to
push the contested city toward
wider conflict. 

More than a dozen tear gas
canisters and stun grenades
landed in the Al-Aqsa Mosque,
one of Islam's holiest sites, as
police and protesters faced off
inside the walled compound that
surrounds it, said an Associated
Press photographer at the scene. 

Smoke rose in front of the
mosque and the iconic golden-
domed shrine on the site, and
rocks littered the nearby plaza.
Inside one area of the com-
pound, shoes and debris lay scat-
tered over ornate carpets.

More than 305 Palestinians
were hurt, including 228 who
went to hospitals and clinics for
treatment, according to the
Palestinian Red Crescent. Seven
of the injured were in serious

condition. Police said 21 officers
were hurt, including three who
were hospitalized. Israeli para-
medics said seven Israeli civilians
were also hurt. 

The confrontation was the
latest after weeks of mounting
tensions between Palestinians
and Israeli troops  in the Old
City of Jerusalem, the emo-
tional center of their conflict.
There have been almost night-
ly clashes during the Muslim
holy month of Ramadan, already
a time of heightened religious
sensitivities. 

Most recently, the tensions
have been fueled by the planned
eviction  of dozens of
Palestinians from the Sheikh
Jarrah neighbourhood of  east
Jerusalem where Israeli settlers

have waged a lengthy legal  bat-
tle to take over properties. 

Monday was expected to be
particularly tense since Israelis
mark  it as Jerusalem Day to cel-
ebrate their capture of east
Jerusalem  in the 1967 Mideast
war.

On Monday, two anti-Arab
members of Israel's parliament,
surrounded by an entourage
and police, pushed through a
line of protesters in the Sheikh
Jarrah neighbourhood. 

Several Arab members of
parliament were among those
trying to stop Betzalel Smotrich
and Itamar Ben Gvir, amid
shouting and jostling. 

At one point during the
scrum, the protesters pounded
on the sides of a dumpster, and
one man yelled at Smotrich in
Arabic, “Get out of here, you
dog!”  

Smotrich and Ben Gvir
eventually got to the other side
of a police barricade and entered
a house already inhabited by set-
tlers. AP
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Beijing: Accusing the US of
maintaining “double  standards”,
China on Monday played down
global concerns over its  out-of-
control rocket remnants re-
entering the Earth's atmosphere
and crashing into the Indian
Ocean near the Maldives.

The remnants of China's
biggest rocket, Long March 5B,
crashed into the Indian Ocean
near the Maldives on Sunday
with no reports of damage, but
Beijing was criticised by US
space agency NASA for its fail-
ure to “meet responsible stan-
dards” regarding its space debris.

Reacting to NASA
Administrator Senator Bill
Nelson's criticism, Chinese
Foreign Ministry spokesperson
Hua Chunying at a media brief-
ing here said some countries,
including America, are hyping
up the issue even though the
rocket debris was burnt on re-
entry into the atmosphere.

China followed the debris
“very closely” and there were no
reports of any damage to the
ground caused by the debris, she
said.  “Any concerns or misgiv-
ings in some media over this
issue are unnecessary,” Hua said,
adding that there has never

been any instance of falling
debris causing damage.

“So the likelihood is
extremely low. The issue should
be left to professionals and it is
unnecessary to hype up the
issue to cause any panic,” she
said.  Hitting out at the US, Hua
said “American media used
romantic rhetoric like 'shooting
stars lighting up the night sky'”
about the debris of the US rock-
ets in the past. “But when it
comes to the Chinese side, it's a
completely different approach.
We are willing to work with
other countries, including the
US, to strengthen cooperation in
the use of outer space, but we
also oppose double standards on
this issue.” The spokesperson
said China is taking part in the
international cooperation to
predict the (crash) results and is
also cooperating with other
countries to deal with the debris
in outer space to make sure that
outer space activities are sus-
tainable. 

Responding to a question
on whether China has notified
India and Maldives about the
crash, Hua said, “Our competent
authorities have made notifica-
tions on multiple occasions and

we have international coopera-
tion channels to share informa-
tion on the final result of the
space debris.”

The bulk of the out-of-con-
trol rocket, which had put into
orbit the core module of China's
planned space station on April
29, was mostly destroyed as it re-
entered the atmosphere, accord-
ing to Chinese official media.

The space vehicle re-
entered the atmosphere on
Sunday morning and the debris
from the 18-tonne rocket, one of
the largest items in decades to
have an undirected dive into the
atmosphere, landed in the
Indian Ocean.

The uncontrolled fall of the
Chinese rocket sparked con-
cerns among US officials, NASA
and international astrophysi-
cists that it could hit inhabited
areas. Harvard astrophysicist
Jonathan McDowell, who
tracked the debris of the rocket
part for the past few days, said
that it was a reckless gamble by
China.

“An ocean reentry was
always statistically the likely. It
appears China won its gam-
ble...But it was still reckless,” he
tweeted. PTI
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Beijing: China's Government
criticised US Secretary of State
Antony Blinken on Monday for
urging the World Health
Organisation to invite Taiwan,
the island democracy claimed by
Beijing as part of its territory, to
participate in a meeting this
month.

Blinken's statement on
Friday adds to a similar joint
appeal by foreign ministers of
the Group of Seven major
economies this month in
London. That irked the
Communist Beijing govern-
ment, which insists Taiwan has
no right to conduct foreign
relations or join global bodies.

Blinken's appeal seriously
violates the one-China principle'
and joint US-Chinese declara-
tions, said a Foreign Ministry
spokesperson, Hua Chunying.
China firmly deplores and
rejects it.

Taiwan split with the
Chinese mainland in 1949 after
a civil war. The two sides have
extensive trade ties but no offi-
cial relations.

The US and other major

governments have no official ties
with Taiwan, but Washington
and some others have expressed
growing support for Taiwan
during the coronavirus pan-
demic and in response to
Beijing's increasing assertive-
ness abroad.

Blinken called Taiwan a
force for good in the world and
said it should be invited as an
observer at the meeting of the
World Health Assembly, the
WHO decision-making body.
He said it could make valuable
contributions as the world tries
to end the pandemic.

Hua accused Washington of
making the appeal for political
purposes. She said it is detri-
mental to future global response
to public health crises.

Hua said Taiwan is part of
China's core interests, a term
Beijing uses to describe issues
over which it might be willing to
go to war.

China has no room for
compromise on this, she said.
We advise individual countries
to immediately stop hyping
Taiwan-related issues. AP
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ANKARA: Turkey's top envoy
is traveling to Saudi Arabia as
Turkey seeks to mend ties with
the kingdom that hit an all-
time low over the 2018 killing
in Istanbul of Saudi journalist
Jamal Khashoggi.

Foreign Minister Mevlut
Cavusoglu will meet with his
Saudi counterpart, Prince Faisal
bin Farhan Al Saud, to discuss
bilateral relations and region-
al issues during his two-day
visit, according to a Turkish
Foreign Ministry statement.

The visit is the first by a
high-level Turkish official since
the killing of Khashoggi by
Saudi agents inside the king-
dom’s consulate increased ten-
sions between the two region-
al powers. 

The killing added to ten-
sions over Turkey’s support
for the Muslim Brotherhood,
which is viewed by Riyadh as
a terrorist group. The two
countries have also been at
odds over Turkey’s support for
Qatar in a dispute among Gulf
countries as well as over the

conflict in Libya.
Cavusoglu's visit is also

part of a wider effort by Turkey
to normalize ties with Arab
nations as it finds itself isolat-
ed internationally at a time
when its economy is f
altering.

Last week, a high-level
Turkish delegation traveled to
Cairo to improve relations with
Egypt, which have been
strained since the Egyptian
military’s 2013 ouster of
President Mohammed Morsi,
an Islamist who hailed from the
Muslim Brotherhood.

Khashoggi was killed on
October 2, 2018, after he
entered the consulate to get
documents that would allow
him to marry his Turkish
fiancee, who was waiting out-
side. Turkish officials allege
Khashoggi, who had written
critically about Saudi Arabia’s
crown prince for The
Washington Post, was killed by
a team of Saudi agents and then
dismembered with a bone 
saw. AP
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bing people at a New Zealand
supermarket on Monday,
wounding five people, three of
them critically, according to
authorities. Police said a suspect
had been arrested and taken into
custody after the incident at a
Countdown supermarket in the
city of Dunedin. Two super-
market staff members were
among those wounded.

People in the store at the
time told local media that it was
a chaotic scene as people began
screaming and running toward
the exits. They said some brave
shoppers had tried to stop the
man and pin him down. 

Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern said the motivation for
the attack had not been estab-
lished but police didn't have any
evidence to suggest it was
domestic terrorism. 

“Needless to say that such
an attack is hugely concerning,
and I do want to acknowledge
the really early reports of coura-
geous acts by bystanders who
have taken action in order to
protect those around them,”
Ardern said.  AP
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Cairo: At least five people,
including a woman and a child,
drowned when a boat carrying
at least 45 Europe-bound
migrants capsized off Libya, a
UN migration official said on
Monday. The wreck was the lat-
est disaster in the Mediterranean
Sea involving migrants seeking
a better life in Europe.

Safa Msehli, a spokes-
woman for the International
Organisation for Migration, said
the wreck took place on Sunday.
She said fishermen rescued 40
migrants and returned them to
the shore. Msehli said the boat
was among nine others carrying
more than 700 migrants inter-

cepted Sunday by the Libyan
coast guard off the coast of the
North African country.

The migrants were taken to
overcrowded detention centres,
where the UN migration agency
fears more threats to their lives
and violations of their rights, she
said.

Libya has in recent years
emerged as the dominant tran-
sit point for migrants fleeing war
and poverty in Africa and the
Middle East. The oil-rich coun-
try plunged into chaos following
a NATO-backed uprising that
toppled and killed longtime
ruler Moammar Gadhafi in
2011. AP

Islamabad: Pakistan, keen to exit from the grey list of the FATF,
is set to introduce new rules relating to anti-money launder-
ing cases and change the prosecution process to meet its remain-
ing tough conditions, a media report said on Monday.

Pakistan was put on the grey list by the Paris-based
Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the global watchdog for
money laundering and terror financing in June 2018 and the
country has been struggling to come out of it.

The Dawn newspaper reported that the changes being made
also include the transfer of investigations and prosecution of
anti-money laundering (AML) cases from police, provincial
anti-corruption establishments (ACEs) and other similar
agencies to specialised agencies.

This is part of two sets of rules including the AML (Forfeited
Properties Management) Rules 2021 and the AML (Referral)
Rules 2021 under the National Policy Statement on Follow the
Money approved by the federal Cabinet meeting a few days ago,
the report said.

These rules and related notifications for certain changes
in the existing schedule of Anti-Money Laundering Act 2010
(AMLA) would come into force immediately to be followed
by the appointment of administrators and special public pros-
ecutors for implementation.

Based on these measures, the FATF would conclude if
Pakistan has complied with three outstanding benchmarks, out
of 27, that blocked its exit from the grey list in February this
year. Several review meetings of the FATF are scheduled to begin
in the second week of June, culminating in the next FATF ple-
nary on June 21-25.

The three outstanding action points (out of a total of 27)
include (i) demonstrating that terrorist financing (TF) inves-
tigations and prosecutions target persons and entities acting
on behalf or at the directive of the designated persons or enti-
ties.

Demonstrating that TF prosecutions result in effective, pro-
portionate, and dissuasive sanctions; and (iii) demonstrating
effective implementation of targeted financial sanctions
against all designated terrorists, particularly those acting for
them or on their behalf. PTI

Washington: The US will protect
gay and transgender people against
sex discrimination in health care,
the Biden administration
announced on Monday, reversing
a Trump-era policy that sought to
narrow the scope of legal rights in
sensitive situations involving med-
ical care.

The action by the Department
of Health and Human Services
affirms that federal laws forbidding
sex discrimination in health care

also protect gay and transgender
people. 

The Trump administration
had defined “sex” to mean gender
assigned at birth, thereby exclud-
ing transgender people from the
law's umbrella of protection.

“Fear of discrimination can
lead individuals to forgo care,
which can have serious negative
health consequences,” said HHS
Secretary Xavier Becerra. 

“Everyone — including

LGBTQ people — should be able
to access health care, free from dis-
crimination or interference, peri-
od.” Becerra said in a state-
ment the Biden administration
policy will bring HHS into line with
a landmark 6-3 Supreme Court
decision last year in a workplace
discrimination case, which estab-
lished that federal laws against sex
discrimination on the job also
protect gay and transgender peo-
ple.  AP

Kuala Lumpur: All of Malaysia will be
placed under a near lockdown for about a
month to fight the coronavirus, but busi-
nesses will be allowed to continue to oper-
ate at reduced capacity, Prime Minister
Muhyiddin Yassin announced on Monday.

The lockdown, starting Wednesday
until June 7, took the nation by surprise
because restrictions on movement are
already in place in many parts of the coun-
try, including Kuala Lumpur and the rich-
est State of Selangor. 

Muhyiddin said drastic action was
needed to battle a new aggressive outbreak

before it turns into a national catastrophe.
He said the emergence of new virus vari-
ants with higher infection rates, con-
straints on the public health system and
public failure to observe health measures
were worrying.  AP

Colombo: Sri Lanka has recorded over 2,600 coronavirus cases,
the highest-ever single-day count recorded so far in the island
nation since the pandemic began last year, authorities said on
Monday.

Gen. Shavendra Silva, the head of the National Operations
Centre for the Prevention of Covid-19 (NOCPOC), said some
2,672 cases were confirmed on Sunday, up from 1,896 a day ear-
lier.

Sri Lanka on Sunday set a new record with the number of
daily Covid-19 infections exceeding 2,500 for the first time since
the epidemic began, the Colombo Gazette reported.

The coronavirus cases are surging as health authorities con-
tinue to struggle to provide care for the confirmed cases. The
government said action to create 10,000 care beds has been fast
tracked. PTI
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The Government on
Monday ruled out the pos-

sibility of free foodgrains dis-
tribution to migrants saying
there is no panic situation and
no complete national lock-
down unlike last year.        

However, the Government
has started distributing addi-
tional free grains again under
the Pradhan Mantri Garib
Kalyan Anna Yojana
(PMGKAY) for two months -
- May and June - to 80 crore
ration cardholders.        

The Government said
there is no impact on prices of
foodgrains in the open market
due to free grains distribution
under PMGKAY. 

“Migrant crisis is not
as big as it was last year. ... It is
not a complete national lock-
down. It is a local lockdown,
industry is working. 

The complete lockdown is
not there. That panic is also not
there,” Food Secretary

Sudhanshu Pandey said in a
virtual press meet.        Those
migrants, who have gone back
to their villages, are availing
ration supply either through
state or central ration cards, he
said.       

The Secretary was
responding to a query why the
government has not
announced a free grains
scheme for migrants amid
resurgence of the COVID
cases.        

Last year, the government
had distributed 6.40 lakh tonne
of foodgrains for free to
migrants and stranded
migrants. 

Stating that there is an
increase in use of ration card
portability service during the
pandemic year since April
2020, Pandey said almost 18.3
crore portable transactions
have taken place during the
COVID period, out of the total
26.3 crore transaction ever
since this service was launched
in August 2019.    
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With the world’s worst out-
break of Covid-19

severely straining the health
system in the country, the gov-
ernment has made sweeping
changes in the way depart-
ments procure medical sup-
plies, including allowing pro-
curement of the same item at
different rates.

Relaxing tendering
norms, the Department of
Expenditure has allowed glob-
al tenders to be floated for less
than �200 crore as well.

The Department of
Expenditure, under the
Ministry of Finance, on April
24 issued special instructions
relating to relief operations for
Covid-19 pandemic and said
that the prevailing health emer-
gency on account of the
unprecedented surge in Covid-
19 cases across the country
requires immediate procure-
ment of certain items in quan-
tities which may not be avail-
able with a single supplier and/
or within the time frame in
which they are needed.

“The instruction in this
Department’s OM (Office
Memorandum)... Dated May
15, 2020... Specifying that no
Global Tender Enquiries shall
be  invited for tenders up to Rs
200 crore shall stand relaxed

and hence it shall be permissi-
ble to invite GTE where 
necessary,” said the  instruc-
tions, which have been put up
on the ministry’s website on
Monday.

As part of its
Aatmanirbhar Bharat pack-
age, the government in May
last year notified amendments
to General Financial Rules
(GFR) to ensure that goods
and services valued less than
Rs 200 crore will be procured
from domestic firms, a move
which was aimed at benefitting
small and medium enterpris-
es.

Rule 149 of GFR provides
that procurement of goods and
services through the
Government’s e-marketplace
(GeM) will be mandatory for
items  available on GeM por-
tal.

“In the present situation,
vendors under GeM, even if
orders are placed, may not
always be able to effect deliv-
eries of supplies on time and
desired locations, due to the
rapidly changing situation on
account of the critical pan-
demic situation which requires
extreme flexibility in making
available the critical life saving
goods to the medical care facil-
ities,” as per the instructions,
which would be in force till
May 31.
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WhatsApp will not delete
any account for not

accepting its new privacy
update, but users not agreeing
to the controversial terms after
“several weeks” will not be
able to access their chat list, and
eventually, will not be able to
answer incoming phone or
video calls over the app.

Last week, the Facebook-
owned company had said users
not accepting its privacy poli-
cy update by its May 15 dead-
line will not face deletion or
lose functionality of their
accounts on the said date.

WhatsApp, on its website,
said it is continuing to remind
those who haven’t had the
chance to review and accept the
terms, and after a period of sev-
eral weeks, “the reminder (that)
people receive will eventually
become persistent”.

It, however, did not divulge
the timelines set for these
reminders.

Explaining the course of
action after ‘persistent’
reminders are sent to users,
WhatsApp said: “At that time,
you’ll encounter limited 

functionality on WhatsApp
until you accept the updates”.

“This will not happen to
all users at the same time. You
won’t be able to access your
chat list, but you can still
answer incoming phone and
video calls. 

If you have notifications
enabled, you can tap on them
to read or respond to a message
or call back a missed phone or
video call,” it said.

The messaging platform
said after a few weeks of limit-
ed functionality, users, who still
won’t accept the terms, “won’t
be able to receive incoming
calls or notifications and
WhatsApp will stop sending
messages and calls to your

phone”.
WhatsApp said it won’t

delete the users’ accounts if
they haven’t accepted the
update but highlighted that its
existing policy related to inac-
tive users will apply.

WhatsApp accounts are
generally deleted after 120 days
of inactivity, wherein inactivi-
ty refers to users not connect-
ing to the messaging platform.

While the company did not
respond to specific queries
around these reminders, how
long they will run and other
modalities, a WhatsApp
spokesperson said: “We’ll con-
tinue to provide reminders to
those users within WhatsApp
in the weeks to come”.

New Delhi:Investors’ wealth
has increased by �6,44,760.45
crore in four trading sessions
on the back of an equity mar-
ket rally. In the last four trad-
ing sessions, the 30-share BSE
benchmark has gained 1,248.90
points or 2.58%. On Monday,
the index jumped 295.94 points
or 0.60 per cent to close at
49,502.41. The market capital-
isation of BSE-listed companies
zoomed �6,44,760.45 crore to
�2,13,28,658.05 crore in four
trading days starting May 5.

“Domestic equities con-
tinued to defy concerns of ris-
ing Covid-19 cases and extend-
ed mobility restrictions by sev-
eral state by extending gains for
the fourth consecutive trading
day. “We note that favourable
global cues, steady March quar-
ter earnings along with
favourable commentary, liq-
uidity support announced by
RBI and absence of nationwide
lockdown have aided domestic
equities to shrug off rising
Covid-19 cases in the country,”
Binod Modi, Head Strategy at
Reliance Securities, said. PTI
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Equity gauges Sensex and
Nifty rallied for the fourth

straight session on Monday
on hectic buying in mainly
pharma, power and banking
shares as investors brushed
aside concerns over rising coro-
navirus cases amid positive
global cues. 

At the closing bell, the 30-
share BSE index quoted 295.94
points or 0.60 per cent higher
at 49,502.41.

Over the last four sessions,
the Sensex has gained 1,248.90
points or 2.58 per cent.

Similarly, the broader NSE
Nifty jumped 119.20 points or
0.80 per cent to 14,942.35 –
taking its total gains over the
four days to 445.85 points or
3.07 per cent. 

On Monday, L&T was the
top gainer in the Sensex pack,
rallying over 4 per cent, fol-
lowed by Dr Reddy’s, Sun
Pharma, NTPC, PowerGrid,
IndusInd Bank, ONGC and
M&M.

On the other hand,
UltraTech Cement, Infosys,
Reliance Industries, HCL Tech
and Axis Bank were five losers
among the 30 shares.

Sectorally, BSE metal, cap-
ital goods, healthcare, power,
utilities and industrials indices
rose up to 3.53 per cent, while
IT was in the red.

Broader midcap and
smallcap indices rallied up to
0.97 per cent.

“Domestic equities con-
tinued to defy concerns of ris-

ing COVID-19 cases and
extended mobility restrictions
by several states by extending
gains for the fourth consecutive
trading day,” said Binod Modi
Head-Strategy at Reliance
Securities.

Favourable global cues,
steady March quarter earn-
ings along with favourable
commentary, liquidity support
announced by the RBI and
absence of nationwide lock-
down have aided domestic
equities to shrug off rising
COVID-19 cases in the coun-
try, he further noted.
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The Centre on Monday
expressed hope that retail

prices of edible oils would
soften following the release of
imported stock that was stuck
at ports due to clearance issues.

According to the govern-
ment data, retail prices of edi-
ble oils have shot up by 55.55
per cent in over a year and are
adding to the woes of con-
sumers already reeling under
the economic distress induced
by the Covid-19 pandemic.

Responding to a query on
steps taken to contain the rise
in edible oils prices, Food
Secretary Sudhanshu Pandey
said the government monitors
edible prices closely.

The secretary said that the
industry mentioned recently
there was some holding of
some stock at Kandla and
Mundra ports because of clear-
ances related to tests done by
various agencies as part of the 

general risk analysis in
view of the COVID situation.

“That problem has been

addressed along with customs
and FSSAI (Food Safety and
Standards Authority of India).
With that stock getting released
in the market, we hope to see
the softening impact on the oil
prices,” he told in a virtual press
conference.

The Secretary further said
that India is dependent on
imports to meet the shortages
of edible oil. Annually, the
country imports edible oils
worth Rs 75,000 crore.

According to the govern-
ment data, retail price of vanas-
pati has increased by 55.55 per
cent to Rs 140 a kg on May 8
this year, from Rs 90 per kg in
the year-ago period.

Similarly, retail price of
palm oil has risen by 51.54 per
cent to Rs 132.6 per kg from Rs
87.5 per kg.
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The finance ministry on
Monday said provisioning

� 35,000 crore-expenditure for
vaccines in the Union Budget
for FY22 under the title
‘Transfers to States’ does in no
way inhibit the central gov-
ernment from using the funds
to buy Covid-19 shots.

The amount of �35,000
crore provided in the Union
Budget for fiscal year starting
April 1, 2021 (FY22) under the
Demand for Grants No. 40,
titled ‘Transfers to States’ has
been done for several admin-
istrative advantages, including
expenditure under such head
being exempted from the quar-
terly control restrictions.

Also, it allows the Union
government to procure the
vaccines and pass them on to
the states as grants in kind.

Refuting reports that no
provision for expenditure on
Covid-19 vaccination has been
done by the central govern-
ment, the finance ministry
said, “vaccines have actually
been, and are being, procured
by and paid for by the Centre
through this head of account
(Demand for Grants No.40
Transfers to States)”.

Since expenditure on vac-
cine is one-off expenditure
outside the normal Centrally-
Sponsored Schemes of the
health ministry, separate fund-

ing ensures easy monitoring
and management of these
funds, the ministry noted.

The amount provided
under this head for vaccina-
tions is operated by the
Ministry of Health. Vaccines
are passed on to the states as
grants in kind and the actual
administration of vaccines is
being done by states, it said.

Further, there is enough
administrative flexibility to
change the nature of the
scheme between grants in kind
and other forms of grants, it
said in a statement.

“The use of the Demand
titled ‘Transfers to States’ in no
way implies that expenditure
cannot be incurred by the
Centre,” the ministry said.

Currently, COVID-19 vac-
cines are being provided free of

cost by the Centre to those who
are 45 years of age and above
and to all frontline workers.

The Centre has so far pro-
vided more than 17.56 crore
vaccine doses to states/ UTs
free of cost.

The Centre has placed
total orders of 26.60 crore
doses for Rs 3,639.67 crore with
the Serum Institute of India
which is manufacturing
Covishield vaccine while an
order for 8 crore doses involv-
ing an amount of Rs 1,104.78
crore has been placed with
Bharat Biotech for Covaxin.

India is facing the world’s
worst outbreak of COVID-19
cases with more than 3 lakh
new daily cases being reported
for two weeks now and the new
cases reached more than 4
lakh daily over the weekend. 
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Fitch Ratings on Monday
warned that India’s slow

pace of vaccination could mean
that the country remains vul-
nerable to further waves of the
pandemic even once the cur-
rent surge subsides.

Just 9.4 per cent of the
population had received at
least one vaccine dose as of
May 5, according to figures
from Our World in Data, the
agency said.

“India’s slow pace of vacci-
nation means that the country
could remain vulnerable to
further waves of the pandem-
ic even once the current surge
subsides,” Fitch added.

The Centre has already
provided more than 17.56 crore
vaccine doses to states/UTs
free of cost.

The cumulative number of
Covid-19 vaccine doses admin-
istered in the country exceed-
ed 16.94 crore on May 9.

The global rating agency
said there are growing indica-
tions that the latest wave of
coronavirus infections will add
to risks among financial insti-
tutions (FIs). 

It also anticipates that the
RBI may introduce additional
measures to support the finan-
cial sector if indications of
economic stress mount.

“We expect the shock to
economic activity from the
latest wave 

of the pandemic in India to
be less severe than in 2020,
even though caseloads and
fatalities are much higher.

“Nonetheless, indicators
show activity dropped in April-
May, which is likely to delay the
country’s recovery, and the
number of newly recorded
cases remains extremely high,”
Fitch Ratings said in a report.

It said that currently,
authorities are implementing
lockdowns more narrowly, and
companies and individuals
have adjusted behaviour in
ways that cushion the effects.

“There is a risk that dis-
ruption could persist longer
and spread further than our
baseline case assumes, partic-
ularly if lockdowns are intro-
duced in more regions, or
nationwide,” it added.

India is facing the world’s
worst outbreak of COVID-19
cases with more than 3 lakh
new daily COVID-19 cases
being reported for two weeks
now and the new cases reached
more than 4 lakh new daily
cases over the weekend.

More than 2.46 lakh peo-
ple in India have died from the
coronavirus 

infection. Public health
system is buckling under the
weight of surging 

infections and deaths with
several parts of the country
reporting 

shortage of hospital beds,
medical oxygen, medicines and
vaccines.

Last month, Fitch had
said the surge in COVID-19
cases could add to headwinds
facing India’s banks and non-
bank financial institutions
(NBFIs) if it led to a resurgence
in asset-quality pressures. 
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The Reserve Bank on
Monday came out with

modified guidelines that allow
sound private sector banks to
undertake Government busi-
ness, whether at the Centre or
in states.

According to the modified
norms, scheduled private sec-
tor banks, which are not under
the Prompt Corrective Action
(PCA) framework of the RBI,
can undertake government
business after executing an
agreement with the central
bank. 

“Scheduled private sector
banks, not having agency bank-
ing agreement with RBI, but
intend to handle government
agency business, may be
appointed as agents of RBI
upon execution of an agree-
ment with RBI.

“This will be subject to
the condition that the con-
cerned bank is not under PCA
framework or moratorium at

the time of making the appli-
cation or signing of the agree-
ment with RBI,” the central
bank said in a notification.

It may be mentioned that
the Finance Ministry in
February 2021 had lifted the
embargo imposed in
September 2012 on further
allocation of government busi-
ness to private sector banks.

In view of the lifting of the
embargo, the RBI has decided
to revise the framework for
authorising Scheduled Private
Sector Banks as agency banks
of RBI for conduct of govern-
ment business.

The notification further
said existing private Sector
agency bank with whom RBI
already has agency banking
agreement and who are autho-
rised to do government agency
business may continue to do
these government agency busi-
nesses for Central and/or State
Governments without taking
any fresh approval from the
central bank.

Berlin:German biotechnolo-
gy company BioNTech on
Monday announced plans to
expand its global footprint to
Asia by building its first mRNA
manufacturing facility in
Singapore.

The Covid vaccine maker
will establish its regional head-
quarters for Southeast Asia in
Singapore, later this year, it said
in a statement. The facility
will be operational as early as
2023, it added.

The fully integrated mRNA
manufacturing facility will pro-
vide regional and global supply
capacity of BioNTech’s growing
pipeline of mRNA-based prod-
uct candidates. It will be
equipped to produce a range of
novel mRNA vaccines and
therapeutics for infectious dis-
eases and cancer.

IANS
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Mumbai:The rupee rose by
16 paise to close at more than
one-month high of 73.35
against the US dollar on
Monday, marking its third
straight session of gains on
the back of positive domes-
tic equities and weak
American currency.However,
sharp gains were prevented
on surge in crude oil prices
and FII outflows, analysts
said. At the interbank forex
market, the rupee opened at
73.34 and hit an intra-day
high of 73.33 and a low of
73.48.

PTI
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7��#��!� While many of us
might not like the smell of
garlic, and hence avoid
eating it, this herb is highly
nutritious. It is low in
calories and rich in Vitamin
C, vitamin B6 and
manganese. It also contains
trace amounts of various
other nutrients. Hence, it
may help in boosting
immunity which is
undoubtedly the
need of the
hour.

G a r l i c
supplements
help prevent
and reduce
the severity of
common ill-
nesses like the flu
and common cold. Not to
mention, high doses of garlic

appear to improve blood pres-
sure for those with known
high blood pressure (hyperten-
sion). In some instances, sup-
plements may be as effective as
regular medications. 

It also seem to reduce total
and LDL cholesterol, particu-
larly in those who have high
cholesterol.

As if the second wave of
COVID-19 wasn’t enough to
make you shiver with fear, the

country is reporting a rash of cases
involving a fungal infection.
Mucormycosis (sometimes called
zygomycosis) is a serious but rare
fungal infection caused by a group
of molds called mucormycetes.
These molds live throughout the
environment. When someone
breathes in these spores, infection in
the sinus or lung can occur. 

Mucormycosis can also develop
on the skin after the fungus enters
the skin through a cut, scrape or
other type of skin trauma.
Mucormycosis primarily affects peo-
ple who have health problems or take
medicines that lower the body’s
ability to fight germs and sickness.

“The symptoms associated with
the disease include one-sided facial
swelling, headache, nasal or sinus
congestion, loss of vision or pain in
the eyes, swelling in cheeks and eyes,
fever and black crusts in the nose.
The US Centre for Diseases Control
and Prevention (CDC) estimates
Mucormycosis with an overall all-
cause mortality rate of 54 per cent,”
Dr Rahul Bhargava, Head ENT &
Neck Surgeon, Bhargava ENT &
Gynae Clinic and Medical
Consultant — ENTOD

International, tells you.
Mucormycosis is affecting

COVID patients more because of
prolonged administration of steroids
and subsequent immunocompro-
mised state. 

“Diabetic patients are at much
higher risk of mucormycosis if
affected by COVID-19 because
Covid-19 further impairs their
immune system and second, they are
given corticosteroids for their treat-
ment. This leads to a rise in their
blood sugar level thus increasing
their risk of mucormycosis. This
combination of Diabetes and Covid-
19, therefore, becomes a dangerous
and deadly challenge to manage.
Some cases of mucormycosis have
also been observed in patients with
an asymptomatic Covid-19 infection
who were not even aware of their
diagnosis,” Bhargava, who has come
across three patients in past one week
who have contracted this infection
after recovering from COVID-19,
explains.

A cause of worry is that present-
ly, there are no feasible measures to
prevent mucormycosis however,
early detection is the best solution for
now. 

“Some of the things which can
be done to prevent it are nasal
douching and gargles with Betadine

solution, proper control of Diabetes
and using steroids only on prescrip-
tion by a physician. Turmeric con-
tains curcumin which is also good
for fungal-infections,” he says.

Bhargava tells you that it is a seri-
ous infection and needs to be treat-
ed with prescription antifungal med-
icine, usually posaconazole, ampho-
tericin B or isavuconazole.

“These medicines are given

through a vein (amphotericin B,
posaconazole, isavuconazole) or by
mouth (posaconazole, isavucona-
zole). Other medicines, including
voriconazole, fluconazole and
echinocandins, do not work against
the fungi that cause mucormycosis.
Often, mucormycosis requires
surgery to cut away the infected tis-
sue,” he adds.

The correlation between
COVID-19 and Mucormycosis,
Bhargava says, is not surprising at all.
“Because the major risk factor for
Mucormycosis is uncontrolled
Diabetes mellitus which is also a
high-risk factor for COVID-19.
Secondly, steroids — which are
known to suppress immunity — are
the only of treatment, , like I have
mentioned before, which has shown
to decrease COVID-19 mortality. So,
it is the combination of COVID-19,
with decreased immunity and the
steroids which probably predispose
a patient to Mucormycosis,” he says.

Since the association between
the deadly virus and mucormycosis
is the state of weakened immune
responses in patients, it depends
from patient to patient when one can
develop this infection. It may take
days or even weeks after one has
recovered from COVID to get infect-
ed with the fungus.
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Many studies have now found high association between Vitamin
D levels and COVID-19 severity and mortality. Such stud-

ies showed that patients with COVID-19 had significantly lower
Vitamin D levels. In addition, fever was significantly higher in
patients who had deficient Vitamin D levels compared with patients
who had sufficient levels. Additionally, it has been found that older
adults with Vitamin D deficiency and COVID-19 had worse mor-
bidity outcomes compared with those who were not deficient. 

Vitamin D is a fat-soluble vitamin that plays a number of crit-
ical roles in body. This nutrient is especially important for immune
system health. Since, it is a group of fat-soluble compounds respon-
sible for intestinal absorption of calcium, magnesium, and phos-
phate, and for a variety of additional biological effects; low levels
of Vitamin D can increase the likelihood of developing multiple
acute and chronic ailments. A weaker immune system means body’s
weak defence against infection and disease.

A prospective, interventional study found that a high dose of
calcifediol reduced the need for intensive care stays in patients
infected with COVID-19. Because Vitamin D deficiency has been
shown to potentially increase the risk of severe respiratory infec-
tions, Vitamin D supplements are suggested for prevention and
treatment of COVID-19 complications, especially acute respira-

tory disease. Nowadays many
brands of Vitamin D supple-
mentation are available in mar-
ket like D3 Must, Caldikind,
Calshine, etc. 

It is noticed that those
receiving Vitamin D supple-
mentation have fewer respirato-
ry tract infections. 

According to the SHADE
study published by BMJ and led
by Dr Rastogi and his team,
greater proportion of vitamin D-
deficient individuals with SARS-
CoV-2 infection turned SARS-
CoV-2 RNA negative with a sig-
nificant decrease in fibrinogen
on high-dose cholecalciferol
supplementation.

We have seen that seven
days high dose of Vitamin D3 (60000 IU) supplementation helps
in Coronavirus clearance.

Given the evidence supporting the role of vitamin D in mod-
ulating immune function, and the impact of vitamin D supple-
mentation on vitamin D-deficient patients with COVID-19, prac-
tical recommendations should be synthesised as follows:

�Current public health guidelines for optimising vitamin D
status should be followed always 

�Patients hospitalised with COVID-19 should have baseline
serum 25(OH)D concentrations measured and should be supple-
mented to a level >30ng/mL (optimal 40-60ng/mL), especially when
the baseline level is <10ng/mL

�In COVID-19 patients with 25(OH)D serum concentrations
under 20ng/mL the recommended dose for correction of deficien-
cy is 6000-7000 oral IU/ day for 6-8 weeks. For maintenance, the
dose varies from 2000 to 3000 oral IU/day depending on the age
and clinical condition of the individual up to reach optimal con-
centrations.

�When it is not possible to measure baseline 25(OH)D con-
centrations in COVID-19 patients, it seems essential supplement-
ing with 2000-3000 oral IU per day up to the suggested optimal
serum concentrations (40-60ng/mL).

Though India is a subtropical country with adequate sunlight,
Vitamin D deficiency is prevalent. Sunlight rapidly inactivate SARS-
CoV-2 on surfaces, suggesting that there may be an environmen-
tal benefit associated with Vitamin D as a result of sun exposure.
It is necessary for people to understand the importance of Vitamin
D so that they can take relevant medications.
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We can’t emphasise
enough on the
importance of oil-

ing long hair regularly. One
can use coconut, almond,
mustard or even olive oil.
Massage it into the scalp
and leave it overnight.
Wash with a mild
shampoo in the
m o r n i n g .
However, if
you have
an oily
skin, oil
your hair
and leave

it for an
h o u r
and then
wash off.
One can
wrap a hot towel

around the head for 10
minutes to help in the bet-
ter absorption of the oil.

If one reason why you

don’t want to sport long
hair is because they fall, use
aloe vera. It soothes the
scalp and conditions hair. It
reduces dandruff and
unblock hair follicles that
may be blocked by excess
oil. You can apply pure

aloe vera gel to your
scalp and hair a

few times a
week.

Apply a
m a s k
made of
egg; it is an
excel lent
source of

p r o t e i n ,
which helps

your hair
grow longer. Just

crack open two
eggs, strain the yolks and
use the egg white on your
hair. Let it stay for 20 min-
utes and wash off.

Long and silky hair are a
dream of many. But, many

of us end up cutting it short
because of the hair fall that

follows. ROSHANI DEVI
shares easy to follow home

remedies that can help
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One cannot escape death, but can cer-
tainly prevent old age. The funda-
mental principle of a healthy, relaxed,

happy and stress free life is that one must
follow a self-determined routine — self-dis-
cipline in daily routine. Here are a few sug-
gestions based upon my learning:

One, try to make the moment of getting
up in the morning, your happiest moment
of the day. Smile at the world when you open
your eyes or even laugh loudly. This forms
the base of your feelings for the whole day.

Two, water regime. Drink at least four
litres of water every day. Also, drink at least
three glasses of warm water, first thing in the
morning. Avoid drinking cold water. It
should be at least room temperature.

Three, follow a good food regime. Take
three meals and nothing in between, unless
you have been medically advised to take five
meals or more. Breakfast should be ideally
within four hours of waking up and should
be the heaviest. Fruits should be consumed
in the first half of the day only. Avoid fruits
after mid-day. Curd should be taken with
the breakfast, unless prohibited by doctor.
Mattha with lunch. And no curd item in the
dinner. Emphasis should be on quality of
food rather than quantity. Consume those
foods, which gives more energy and nutri-
ents, in less quantity. 

Four, work place regime. In case you
have long sitting job: Use straight back chair,
keep your back straight, aligned with the
chair back, get up after every 45 minutes  and
take a stroll for five minutes and stretch your
neck backwards whenever you remember. 

Caution: Whenever you stretch your
neck backwards, keep your eyes closed.

Five, post dinner regime. Dinner should
be taken ideally before 8 pm. There should
be about four hours of gap between dinner
and sleep. Brush your teeth after having the
meal. Walk for at least 20 minutes. Take
steam and gargle with salt and haldi mixed
in hot water. Switch off your mobile at least
half an hour before you go to bed, unless
your profession demands to keep it on 24
hours. 

Six, after you go to bed put two drops
of mustard oil in your navel and rub it with
your finger tip, 40 times clockwise and 40
times anti-clockwise. Put two drops of mus-
tard oil in each nostril. Once on bed, close
your eyes and  remember each and every
event that has happened since morning.
Forgive those who have hurt you in any way
on that day. Ask forgiveness from those
whom you have hurt in any way. This will
relax your mind and you will have a sound
sleep with positive thought, and will wake
up smiling the next morning. Have at least
seven hours of sleep in the night. Try to fol-
low the age old maxim — early to bed and
early to rise.

And last but not the least, follow a good
work out regime. spend at least one hour in
the morning and half an hour in the
evening on your personal exercise regime.
Remember  walking, jogging and breathing
exercises have to be a part of your exercise
regime.
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At a time when Delhi’s medical infrastruc-
ture is reeling under a menacing COVID
wave, leading Delhi-based dermatologist

Dr Chiranjiv Chhabra has launched a new ini-
tiative to provide medical support and guidance
to patients by converting her skin and wellness
clinics into COVID tele-support centres.

The initiative aims to help provide medical
guidance, monitoring and support to patients with
mild or moderate illness in a bid to bridge the
medical care gap being experienced by a large
number of patients.

Led by Dr Chhabra, her team of 12 doctors
and health educators have taken charge of the tele-
support initiative with an objective to enable early
treatment for as many patients as possible,
thereby preventing complications and need for
critical care.

“Over the past few weeks, we have been wit-
nessing an alarming situation where healthcare
is crumbling under the weight of the pandemic
and patients are running from pillar to post to be
able to find a doctor. We have seen a number of
people experience severe complications because
of delay in treatment as doctors are heavily occu-
pied treating critically ill patients.  This is a gap
we want to bridge through our tele-support ini-
tiative. Our main objective is to treat mild and
moderately ill patients early so that we can save
them from reaching a stage where they would
need hospitalisation or oxygen support,” said Dr
Chiranjiv Chhabra, leading dermatologist and
founder of Alive Wellness Clinics.

To undertake this initiative, Alive Wellness
Clincs has tied up with general physicians and
chest specialists to facilitate tele-consultation of
patients under the guidance of the team.
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Public health experts and social
activists on May 10, 2021 rooted for

a more sustained communication for
behaviour change in the realm of hand-
washing in India, not only to save peo-
ple from the COVID-19 pandemic but for
a longer-term prevention. Speaking at the
Hand Hygiene Summit, organised by the
Integrated Health and Wellbeing (IHW)
Council, supported by Dettol, on World
Hand Hygiene Day, they also emphasised
the need of inter-ministerial coordination
and collaboration for holistic communi-
cation.  

“There is a lot of diversity in needs
and inequity in India when it comes to
handwashing practices. Behaviour change
in people has remained unaddressed for
a long time. We need a localised, multi-
channel, sustained communication to
nudge behaviour change, starting with
children and schools — people them-

selves can come up with innovative
localised solutions for their needs,” says
Urvashi Prasad, Senior Public Policy
Specialist in the Office of Vice Chairman,
NITI Aayog.

Highlighting that the better hand-
washing practice in the past one year is
a fear-driven adoption, Arundati
Muralidharan, Manager Policy (WASH in
Health & Nutrition, and Schools),
WaterAid India, says, “We need to make
hand hygiene a social norm because fear-
driven adoption of hygiene practises can
remain active for a limited time. Hygiene
should be a part of a group of protective
behaviours, but there are mindset barri-
ers for which raising awareness is impor-
tant. We have not made enough invest-
ment on hygiene in the community set-
ting or public space; inter-ministerial
involvement is important to achieve that
goal.”
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Hygiene is an important aspect of
today’s lives, especially with the

ongoing pandemic. Inadequate sanita-
tion and poor hygiene practices are the
cause of death for lakhs of people every
year, majority of them being children.
Provision of clean water is one of the
most effective methods of saving lives.

However, clean water is a novelty
in the current world as we are using
tons of it every day to drink, bathe and
cook. But it is not available around the
world on an equitable basis. Hence, we
all should make sure that water is con-
served.

Benefits associated with waterless
formulations include reduction in plas-
tic waste, reduction in costs and aid-
ing the creation of effective products.
Along with reduce-reuse-recycle
processes, a sustainable life can be
achieved with the use of waterless per-
sonal care products wherein technolog-
ical advancements play a key role.

Waterless technology can now be
used in every aspect of personal
hygiene in these ways:

Hand hygiene
Hand hygiene could be easily man-

aged with waterless soaps which require
no or less water to rinse off the foam.
Such waterless products can come
handy on a long trip and in distant
places with less water availability.

Bodily hygiene
A daily shower is necessary to

maintain personal hygiene and healthy
living. A well-showered body reduces
the odour produced by perspiration,
and get rid of most germs. In situations
with no water availability or inability
to take a shower, use a waterless body
bath and shampoo to maintain a show-
er routine.

Oral hygiene
The use of a toothbrush for clean-

ing after all meals is essential for the
prevention of oral cavities and infec-
tions. Food and drinks leave residue in
the teeth that grow.

Newer technology like waterless
toothpastes could be a new addition to
your personal care kit where you
would require no water to rinse off the

residue. A safe to swallow formulation
makes it easy to use and effective for
dental hygiene.

Intimate hygiene
Avoiding infections, fungus or itch-

ing is essential. Women should wash
their genitals more than twice a day to
avoid bacterial infections such as by
E.coli. This can be done by using water-
less intimate hygiene products as person-
al care. For men, it is advised to keep
hygienic with waterless products.

Head hygiene
Hair should be washed two or three

times a week. Waterless shampoo is
another addition to personal care for
maintaining hygiene with no water. It is

an easy to use spray formulation rinsed
off with a towel or a tissue.

Another feature of waterless prod-
ucts is that they are free from parabens
and preservatives. That concludes to
them being extremely safe for all skin
types. A transition to waterless products
is a road taken by lesser people but once
the move has been made it would lead
to a lesser carbon footprint.

The products are sold in more con-
centrated, compact packages, they can
significantly decrease the number of
materials needed to house them. And,
shipping waterless formulas requires less
space and therefore, less fuel. It’s these
seemingly small benefits that actually
have the potential to make a real impact.
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Sacred Games’ actor Kubbra
Sait says that in her sixties or

seventies, she would like a tiny
home with a little garden prob-
ably growing cabbages. “Oh
yeah, if it faces the beach, then
that will be amazing,” quips
Kubbra.

The performer, who left
behind a successful corporate
career for acting, recently fea-
tured on the My 3 Secrets To
Success audio series on Audible
Suno.

Answering a question on
what her 60s or 70s should look
like, she adds, “So, some clean
air to breathe, a book to read
and probably my fingers
entwined with someone I love.
I think that would be an ideal
60s-70s to me. We’re not chas-
ing every day. I don’t think I’m
chasing today either. I’m think-
ing of the opportunities that
come to me at the moment but
there isn’t a chase anymore,
and I think if you stop chasing
things, you automatically reach
a point of calmness and that’s
very different from being numb
from the chase.”

On the work front, Kubbra
shared her excitement about

Foundation, that’s about to
release this year. “It’s I think one
sole project that I have put in
about a year and a half of mine,
and that feels extremely valu-
able,” says she.

“I don’t think today your
currency is money. Your curren-
cy is time. So if I have been able
to break out of that mental block
and invest time in a project that
I believe in, I think it’s going to
pay off pretty well and I’m quite
excited about it. Apart from that,
I’ve got three work projects in
process and when they come to
realisation, I’ll share them with
you. But otherwise I can say
that, I’ve got a book coming, I’ve
got a show coming out, I’ve been
on this Audible podcast,” adds
she.

Finally, speaking about her
Zen mode: “I’m being in a state
of solitude in a state of Zen. I am
being that person. And it’s just
allowing you to recognise the
past, the present and the future
as it’s going to be. I think it’s very
important to be in a state of Zen
so that you can allow the future
to unfold. It’s exciting. So, what’s
keeping me busy, my Zen is
keeping me busy.” @�!��

Actor Rashmika Mandanna will soon
be seen in her Bollywood debut

opposite actor Sidharth Malhotra.
Mission Majnu is her first foray into a spy
thriller yet the team unanimously felt
that she was their first and best choice
for the film.

“We were looking for a formidable
actor with a fresh face when we
chanced upon some of Rashmika’s
work. I was especially impressed
by her nuanced performance in
Dear Comrade. We felt she had
the right mixture of innocence
and beauty required for the cru-
cial role, which needed a sen-
sitive interpretation of the
character. I think there’s a
very good chance the
Indian audience will dis-
cover another film star
from the South,” said
Shantanu Baagchi, the
director of Mission
Majnu. The
prominent ad
filmmaker is
making his
d i r e c t o r i a l
debut with the
for thcoming
film.

P ro d u c e r
Amar Butala
also expressed
his admiration
for Rashmika,
“My first interac-
tion with her was
over a zoom call
during the lock-
down when we
narrated the
script of

Mission Majnu. It was remarkable to
see how she picked up every nuance
of her character even though we were
on a video call. It’s been a pleasure
working with her because not only
she brings a solid experience and con-

fidence of a big film star with her, but
also has the sincere energy of a new-

comer.”
Producer Garima Mehta

chimed in, “The first thing
you see in Rashmika is her
dazzling smile, the sheer
energy and charm that she
exudes. Since her debut film
Kirik Party, later Geetha

Govindham and Dear
Comrade, she has grown into

an exceptional actor. We
were sure she would bring
alive her role in the film.

Rashmika and Sidharth share
great on-screen chemistry
in Mission Majnu and
would surely be loved by
her fan base.”

The actress’ impec-
cable work has not
only left the audience
in awe but a team of
producers and direc-
tors as well who wast-
ed no time to bring her
on board for the film.
Besides Mission
Majnu, Rashmika has
another Bollywood
film in the pipeline,
Goodbye with Amitabh
Bachchan. She would
also be starring in the
Telugu action thriller

titled Pushpa, along with
Allu Arjun later this year.

The education industry has
undergone a revolutionary
change in recent times.

Although these were ushered in by a
chain of unfortunate events, the
results have been astounding, espe-
cially for the Edtech industry where
start-ups that had received $553 mil-
lion worth of investment in 2019.
These have shot up to nearly $2.22 bil-
lion now. A report by RedSeer and
Omidyar Network India states that
India’s EdTech industry is expected to
touch $3.5 billion by 2022. Almost all
the companies in this sector have
fared well and are looking forward to
expanding themselves in the coming
quarters. But that was not the case
before the pandemic.

Until some years ago, the concept
of an online classroom was frowned
upon and not considered with any
seriousness. The only role that tech-
nology was thought to play in chil-
dren’s lives was that of a distraction,
making them stray away from their
actual goals. Though it hasn’t been
smooth sailing, times are changing. In
India, accessibility is a major road-

block, with only 20 per cent of stu-
dents having access to both laptops
and smartphones, whereas 20 per cent
have access to just smartphones, 30
per cent have access to only feature
phones, while the remaining 30 per
cent don’t have any devices. Such a
scenario does bring forward lots of
challenges along with a myriad of
opportunities for the Edtech industry.
To understand the opportunities and
to gauge its growth, one has to return
to the time when the pandemic had
just hit the country.

The nationwide lockdown in
March 2020 had sent our 250 million
student population into a state of dis-
array. Given that the country was still
grappling even to understand the sit-
uation, the hardships faced by stu-
dents were barely considered. 

While some urban institutes and
student populace did turn to the
online medium without a fuss, their
strength was still numbered. It has to
be duly noted that in rural areas where
the technological infrastructure is lim-
ited, such solutions are out of reach.

Returning to the brick and mor-

tar classroom was unlikely and in face
of such a crisis, edtech companies
proved to be godsent for students as
well as parents.

The technology used by these
platforms is well-researched as are the
teaching methods. Combining cut-
ting-edge technology with a person-

alised learning methodology,
arguably, these are delivering much
better results than conventional
teaching methods.

Now, if you are wondering how
Edtech can reach out to rural mass-
es and the disadvantaged, you only
have to look at the innovations

brought on by some of the leading
companies. Using the impetus of the
government for Digital India along
with the increased internet penetra-
tion, these firms are ensuring that
their resources are available at the
lowest possible cost.

The fact that these apps can be
downloaded easily with most of
the content being free for users
implies edtech companies are strik-
ing the right balance between prof-
it and the cause of imparting qual-
ity education.

With the pandemic showing no
signs of abating, analysts have pre-
dicted that the these companies’ pos-
itive growth trend will sustain in the
forthcoming quarters. However,
even after the situation changes,
these platforms are here to stay.
What is likely to change is rather the
conventional attitude to education.
The time is not far when almost all
conventional classrooms will depend
on edtech solutions for a more
wholesome learning experience.

(The writer is the founder of an
edtech firm - AAS Vidyalaya.)
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Go waterless 
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Alexander Zverev recovered
from a set down to defeat

Matteo Berrettini 6-7 (8/10), 6-
4, 6-3 and win the Madrid
Open for a second time on
Sunday as he clinched a fourth
Masters 1000 title.

The German fifth seed
recorded his third consecutive
top-10 victory this week, having
eliminated five-time Madrid
champion Rafael Nadal and
Dominic Thiem to reach the
final.

Zverev, last year’s US Open
runner-up, added to his 2018
Madrid triumph as he denied
Berrettini successive titles fol-
lowing the Italian’s win in
Belgrade last month.

“It is great (to win this

title), especially after losing my
last three finals I played at
Masters 1000 events,” Zverev
said. “This is definitely special
and I just want to enjoy this one.”

Zverev is now targeting a
second Rome title at the Foro
Italico this week. He captured his
first Masters there in 2017 before
also winning in Montreal later
that year.

“Rome is also an event I like
and enjoy, so I hope I can per-
form in the same way as I did
here and we will see how it goes
there. I feel awesome,” said
Zverev.

After Rome, the German
star will target a maiden Grand
Slam title at Roland Garros.
However, he has yet to get
beyond the quarter-finals in
Paris.

“To play well at Roland
Garros, you have to play well
during the season on clay. In that
sense, it’s (Sunday’s win) impor-
tant to me,” said Zverev.
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New Zealand all-rounder
Jimmy Neesham doesn’t
think that there is any chance

of the remaining 31 matches of
Indian Premier League happening in
India this year, after the tournament
got postponed due to Covid-19
cases  inside the bio-bubble.

He also has serious doubts
whether India would be able to host
the 16-team T20 World Cup later
this year.

Both IPL and T20 World Cup
are set to be re-scheduled to the
United Arab Emirates.

“If it did start up again, I doubt
the IPL would be in India again,”
said Neesham told Newshub.

“I think we’ve already seen
plans for the T20 World Cup to
move out of India later in the year
and they’re going to be ultra-cau-
tious about that sort of thing,” said
Neesham, who was playing for
Mumbai Indians in the now sus-
pended league.

Neesham feels the bio-security
lapses could be due to the fact that
the teams were travelling across the
country.

“Even though we were flying on
chartered planes, we have to go
through customs, hand your details
over to people, walk through termi-
nals, so there were always going to
be pinch-points there,” he said.

Neesham said that it is difficult
to comprehend how the bubble was
breached.

“We obviously don’t know yet
exactly how teams were infiltrated,
but... It’s such a difficult prospect to

keep everything perfect and when
you’ve got so many guys that are
close to each other, there are going
to be social interactions after games.

“Once one team has it, you start
looking back through your last
week at who you talked to and who
you shook hands with. It certainly

gets your mind racing.”
However Neesham isn’t averse

to the idea of going back to India
again and playing the IPL if it
resumes.

“For me, I signed up for the IPL
knowing what it might be like. I felt
like it was an obligation — I made

the commitment to go and never
had any thoughts of pulling out
individually before the tournament
finished,” he said,

“Guys will have different opin-
ions on that, but it’s my job, I’m a
professional and you have plenty of
times you tour countries you’re not
that keen on going to, but it’s about
getting on the field and getting the
job done.

“I would sign up again, especial-
ly once vaccinations start rolling out.
I don’t think anyone really predict-
ed how quickly it would all come
crashing down over there and how
quickly we would be on the first
plane out.”

The IPL was suspended last
Tuesday after four players and two
coaches from four different teams
tested positive for the dreaded dis-
ease within a space of 48 hours.

“To be honest, I wasn’t expect-
ing it to get called off. I think, when
you’ve got so many teams in differ-
ent bubbles, the expectation was that
there would always be some cases
at some point during the tourna-
ment,” Neesham said.

“We thought teams might have
to lock down and miss a couple of
games, like we’ve seen in other
organisations, like the NBA. The
show must go on.

“The thing that was so shock-
ing was how quickly it came up in
so many different teams at the
same time and we didn’t really have
an option in the end.”

Neesham said they were “not
out of the woods yet” and may
develop symptoms in the coming
days. 
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Team director Ashley Giles says
England have no plans to “rush”
their IPL stars back for next
month’s Test series against New
Zealand and could introduce new
faces to cope with a packed sched-
ule.

The suspension of the IPL
because of the devastating coro-
navirus outbreak in India has left
England with a potentially larger
player pool than they envisaged
for the two-Test series against
New Zealand.

Among those currently serv-
ing quarantine periods
are Jos Buttler, Chris
Woakes and Sam
Curran, all of whom
have Test contracts
with England.

They could be
available for County
Championship matches
starting on May 20
before joining the
England ‘bubble’
ahead of the first
Test against New
Zealand at
Lord’s, which
begins on June
2.

But even if
the trio are in

contention, England may have to
call up fresh reinforcements given
Ben Stokes and Dom Sibley are
currently injured, while fast
bowler Jofra Archer has only
recently returned to action with
Sussex’s 2nd XI.

“All these guys (returning
from the IPL) are currently in
quarantine and have had a num-
ber of spells in quarantine and
bubbles,” Giles said on Monday.

“We need to look after them,
with the amount of cricket they’ve
got coming up. We’re not going to
rush or force them back into
cricket.

“Chris Silverwood (the
England coach) will work with

each and every one of them,
as will our medical teams on
what’s best for their progress.”

After the New Zealand
series, England have five

Tests at home to India
before travelling to

Australia later this
year in a bid to
regain the Ashes.
England also
have numerous
white-ball com-
m i t m e n t s ,
including the

planned T20
World Cup
in India.
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Pakistan quickly took the one wicket it needed on
Monday for another innings victory over struggling

Zimbabwe in the second Test and a 2-0 series sweep.
It took only five overs on Day 4 for Shaheen Shah

Afridi to end it by having Luke Jongwe caught behind by
wicketkeeper Mohammad Rizwan for 37.

Pakistan won by an innings and 147 runs at Harare
Sports Club to go with the innings and 116-run win in
the first Test at the same venue.

Pakistan also claimed a slice of history with Afridi’s
5-52 making him the third Pakistan bowler in the Test to
take a five-wicket haul. He and Nauman Ali (5-86) took
five each in the second innings after Hasan Ali’s five in
the first.

It’s the first time Pakistan has had three bowlers with
five wickets in a match, and the first time it has happened
in Tests since 1993.

Zimbabwe continued on 220-9 in its second innings,
on the brink of defeat and still 158 runs short of making
Pakistan bat again. The home team added only 11 more
runs to be all out for 231.
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Left-arm pacer Arzan
Nagwaswalla, who will fly to

the UK with the Indian team as
a stand-by player, says shutting
down comparisons, staying
patient and focussing on routine
played a key role in yielding the
desired outcome for him.

Only a few Parsi cricketers
have made the cut for the
national team and Nagwaswalla
is hoping to join the list after his
stellar performance for Gujarat
has placed him at the doorstep
of the Indian team.

“The grind in domestic
cricket has helped me under-
stand the importance of routine.
How to practice, how to bowl
during practice and how to
focus on the process and keep
following the same, without

thinking too much about the
result,” Nagwaswalla told bcci.tv.

“If you follow the process
correctly, you will surely get the
desired outcome. In addition to
that, it is important to be patient.
There is no point comparing
yourself with anyone and pon-
der over why someone else is
selected and not me,” the 23-
year-old added.

The left-arm pacer was
Gujarat’s leading wicket-taker
with 41 scalps in the 2019-20
season when his side made the
Ranji Trophy semifinals.

The youngster said he was
mighty impressed with the way
the Indian team played and
won in Australia and he just can’t
wait to see the senior players in
flesh and bone, whom he has so
far watched only on TV.

“I am excited to meet and

see all the cricketers jinko abhee
tak bass TV par India ke liye
achha karte hue dekhaa hai.
They have secured some big
wins against Australia and
England recently. So, I am look-
ing forward to learning as much
as I can from all of them.”

“I am very excited to meet
this team. Despite the injuries,
we went on to win the series in
Australia. I just can’t wait to wit-
ness the team which has such a
strong self-belief,” Nagwaswalla
said.

He is also a big fan of the
team’s bowling coach Bharat
Arun.

“Under Bharat Arun sir,
our fast bowling has seen a great
transformation. We have a
superb bench strength. I am sure
I will get to learn a lot from
Bharat Arun sir.” 
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AC Milan pushed Juventus
out of the Serie A top four

with a 3-0 win at Allianz
Stadium on Sunday which
increases their hopes of
Champions League football
for the first time since 2014.

Brahim Diaz put Milan
ahead just before the break
with Ante Rebic and Fikayo
Tomori adding two more in
the second half after Franck
Kessie had missed a penalty.

Milan move up to third,
equal on 72 points with sec-
ond-placed Atalanta, with
Napoli a further two points
behind in fourth and the final
Champions League berth.

Juventus are now fifth,
one point behind the top four
with three games left to play,
including next weekend’s clash
with newly-crowned champi-
ons Inter Milan.

“We had a great game, a
victory over a direct rival at
this moment in the champi-

onship is very important,”
said Milan coach Stefano Pioli
whose side lost 3-1 to Juve in
the San Siro in January.

“We still have to fight. But
I have a very young team, that
is maturing as this evening
proved.”

PSG HOPES DENTED
Neymar was on target the

day after signing his contract
extension but Paris Saint-
Germain were held to a 1-1
draw at Rennes on Sunday that
leaves Lille a step closer to a
remarkable Ligue 1 title tri-
umph.

PSG led at half-time after
Neymar converted a contro-
versial penalty award, but they
were pegged back in the sec-
ond half as Serhou Guirassy
headed in the equaliser.

Presnel Kimpembe was
later sent off for Mauricio
Pochettino’s side, who could
not get back to winning ways
on their return to domestic
action following their
Champions League semi-final
exit against Manchester City.

PSG are now three points
adrift of Ligue 1 leaders Lille,
who know they will be cham-
pions for the first time since
2011 by taking four points
from their remaining two
matches of the season.
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Madrid: Eden Hazard’s 94th-
minute equaliser salvaged Real
Madrid a dramatic 2-2 draw
against Sevilla on Sunday as an
extraordinary penalty decision
swung La Liga’s title race back in
Atletico Madrid’s favour.

Zidane’s side had levelled
through Marco Asensio midway
through the second half and
thought they had a penalty
when Karim Benzema was
brought down after rounding
Sevilla goalkeeper Yassine Bono.

But VAR prompted referee
to check an Eder Militao hand-
ball a few seconds before, with
a huge decision seeing Madrid’s
penalty cancelled and a spot-
kick awarded to Sevilla instead.

Ivan Rakitic converted and
while Madrid still managed to
hit back in injury time, Toni
Kroos’ shot deflecting in off
Eden Hazard’s foot, the draw
hands the advantage back to
Atletico at the end of another
dramatic weekend in the
Spanish title race. AFP
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Kandy: Sri Lanka fast bowler
Lasith Malinga could return to
the national team for the T20
World Cup, said the national
selection committee chair-
man Pramodya
Wickramasinghe.

“We will talk to Lasith
soon. He is in our plans for the
forthcoming T20 tours,
including the T20 World Cup
coming up in October,” said
Wickramasinghe.

With back-to-back T20
World Cups scheduled in 2021
and 2022, Sri Lanka would
need an experienced bowler
like Malinga to marshal the
attack.

“Lasith is in our plans. We
always should not forget that
he is one of the greatest
bowlers in our country even in

his present form. His records
speak for that. There are two
back-to-back T20 World Cups
that are coming up, this year
and next year. We are going to
discuss our plans with him
when we meet him in the next
couple of days,”
Wickramasinghe added.

Malinga said he is “look-
ing forward” to meeting the
selectors.

“I have retired from both
Test and ODI cricket but not
from T20s. I am keen to know
how the selection committee
is going to get the services of
a senior player like me for the
national side. In my career, I
have proved on many occa-
sions that I can come back
after a long break and perform
well for my country,” he said.


